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ON SYMMETRIES OF PECULIAR MODULES
or
δ-GRADED LINK FLOER HOMOLOGY IS MUTATION INVARIANT
CLAUDIUS BODO ZIBROWIUS
Abstract. We investigate symmetry properties of peculiar modules, a Heegaard Floer invari-
ant of 4-ended tangles which the author introduced in [Zib20]. In particular, we give an almost
complete answer to the geography problem for components of peculiar modules of tangles. As
a main application, we show that Conway mutation preserves the hat flavour of the relatively
δ-graded Heegaard Floer theory of links.
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0. Introduction
Conway mutation is an operation which splits a given knot or link into two 4-ended tangles
and glues them back together in a particular way. The most famous example of a mutant knot
pair is the Kinoshita-Terasaka and the Conway knot, which is shown in Figure 1. The effect of
Conway mutation on link invariants has been studied for many decades. Interestingly, there is
a large number of invariants that fail to distinguish mutant knots and links. Examples include
the Seifert matrix up to S-equivalence [Coo82], the HOMFLY polynomial [LM87], volumes
of hyperbolic knots [Rub87], Khovanov and Bar-Natan homology over Z/2 [Weh10, Blo10,
KWZ19] and Rasmussen’s s-invariant [KWZ19]. Link Floer homology ĤFL(L) is, in general,
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Figure 1. The Kinoshita-Terasaka knot (left) and its Conway mutant (right). These
two knot diagrams agree outside the grey disc bounded by the dotted circle; the tangle
diagrams within this disc agree up to a rotation by pi.
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not invariant under mutation. This was first observed by Ozsváth and Szabó for the mutant pair
from Figure 1 [OS04]; it follows more generally from the fact that ĤFL(L) detects the Seifert
genus [OS08], which is different for these two knots [Gab86]. However, based on computations
from [BG12], Baldwin and Levine conjectured that ĤFL(L) is mutation invariant if the bigrading
is collapsed to a single grading known as the δ-grading [BL12, Conjecture 1.5]. This conjecture
was confirmed for a number of families of mutant links by Lambert-Cole [LC18, LC19] and the
author [Zib20]. In this paper, we prove the conjecture in general:
Theorem 0.1. Let L be a link in a Z-homology 3-sphere. Suppose L′ is obtained from L by
Conway mutation. Then ĤFL(L) and ĤFL(L′) agree as relatively δ-graded invariants.
This result is an immediate consequence of certain symmetries of peculiar modules CFT∂(T ),
a tangle invariant defined in [Zib20]. Leading up to the proof of these symmetries, we establish
a number of additional remarkable properties of CFT∂(T ), which might be of independent
interest.
Immersed curve invariants of unparametrized tangles. The invariant
T 7→ CFT∂(T )
associates with any oriented 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ballM the homotopy class of a
relatively bigraded curved type D structure CFT∂(T ) over an algebra A∂ . We call CFT∂(T ) the
peculiar module of T and A∂ the peculiar algebra. The homotopy class of CFT∂(T ) depends on
a parametrization of ∂M = S2 in the form of an embedded oriented circle S1 ↪→ ∂M connecting
the tangle ends, which are ordered compatibly. In [Zib20], we chose to include this data—for
convenience—in the definition of tangles, which is illustrated in Figure 2a for the (2,−3)-pretzel
tangle T2,−3 in the 3-ball. One of the central results from [Zib20] is that the category of peculiar
modules is equivalent to the compact part of the Fukaya category of the 4-punctured sphere
S2 r 4. In particular, peculiar modules are classified by multicurves, ie homotopy types of
immersed curves with local systems on S2r4 (see Definition 1.9 and Theorem 1.11). Therefore,
we can interpret CFT∂(T ) as an invariant
T 7→ HFT(T )
which associates with T such a multicurve. Figure 2b shows this invariant for the (2,−3)-pretzel
tangle T2,−3. Here, the 4-punctured sphere comes with a natural parametrization by four arcs
connecting the punctures, which is used to record the relative bigrading of HFT(T ). So one
might wonder if it is legitimate to identify this 4-punctured sphere with ∂M minus the four
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(b) HFT(T2,−3)
Figure 2. The (2,−3)-pretzel tangle (a) and its immersed curve invariant (b). The
latter consists of three components, an embedded one (dashed) and two immersed com-
ponents, each of which carries a (trivial) 1-dimensional local system.
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tangle ends. In other words, does twisting tangle ends correspond to twisting immersed curves?
The first result that we prove in this paper answers this question in the affirmative:
Theorem 0.2 (2.1). HFT commutes with the action of the mapping class group of S2 r 4.
The proof boils down to a computation of a bordered sutured type AD bimodule.
The geography problem for components of peculiar modules of tangles. Let us con-
sider the map R2 → T 2 → S2 which is defined as the composition of the universal cover of a
torus T 2 with the double branched cover T 2 → S2, branched at four marked points of S2. If we
restrict this map to the preimage of the complement of the marked points, we obtain a covering
space
η : R2 r Z2 → S2 r 4.
This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the standard parametrization of S2 r 4 has been lifted to
R2 r Z2 and the front face and its preimage under η are shaded grey.
It is useful to consider the lifts of the underlying curves of HFT(T ) to R2rZ2. Remarkably,
there are only two relevant classes of curves that matter to HFT, namely rational and irrational
ones:
Definition 0.3. We call a closed curve in S2r 4 primitive, if it defines a primitive element of
pi1(S2r4). For a given slope pq ∈ QP1, let r(pq ) be an embedded, primitive curve in S2r4 which
under η lifts to a straight line of slope pq ∈ QP1. We write rX(pq ) for this curve equipped with a
local system X ∈ GLn(F2) and call it the rational curve of slope pq with local system X.
Usually, we will omit the 1-dimensional (trivial) local system X from the notation.
The second family of curves is constructed as follows. Suppose i1 and i2 are two distinct
tangle ends which lie on a straight line of slope pq ∈ QP1. The lattice points divide this line
into intervals of equal length. For a fixed integer n > 0, let us mark every (2n)th interval of the
line. Then consider a small push-off of this line such that it intersects only the marked intervals
and each of them exactly once. Finally, let in(pq ; i1, i2) be the immersed, primitive curve in
S2 r 4 which under η lifts to this push-off. We call in(pq ; i1, i2) the irrational curve of slope
p
q through the punctures i1 and i2. Note that for each slope
p
q and fixed n > 0, there are
exactly two choices for the pair of punctures (i1, i2).
Example 0.4. For the slope pq =
0
1 , the lifts of r(
p
q ) and in(
p
q ; i1, i2) for (i1, i2) = (1, 4) and
(i1, i2) = (2, 3) are shown in Figure 4. Rational curves are, as the name suggests, the underlying
curves of the immersed curve invariants of rational tangles. But they also arise as the underlying
curves of components of HFT of non-rational tangles. For example, the dashed component of
Figure 2b is equal to r(12). The underlying curves of the other two components of HFT(T2,−3)
are equal to i1(01 ; 4, 1) and i1(
0
1 ; 2, 3), respectively. Irrational components for n > 1 show up in
the invariants of 2-stranded pretzel tangles with more twists, see [Zib20, Theorem 6.9].
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Figure 3. The covering space η : R2 r Z2 −→ S2 r 4
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4 41 14 41 41 1· · · · · ·
2n−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−1
1 1 1 14 4 4 4
2 2 2 23 3 3 3
2 23 32 23 23 3· · · · · ·
2n−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−1
Figure 4. The lifts of the curves in(01 ; 4, 1) (top), r(
0
1) (middle) and in(
0
1 ; 2, 3) (bottom),
illustrating Definition 0.3.
Theorem 0.5 (3.4, 3.6). For a 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ball, the underlying curve
of each component of HFT(T ) is either rational or irrational. Moreover, if it is irrational, its
local system is equal to an identity matrix.
This result completely answers the geography problem for components of peculiar modules,
except for local systems on rational components; see Question 3.8. The proof of this theorem
relies on the existence of an extension of peculiar modules of tangles to curved type D structures
CFT− over a larger algebra together with the fact that this extendibility property is preserved
under basic chain homotopies (see Subsection 1.4).
Stabilization. In [Juh06, Proposition 9.2], Juhász gave an interpretation of link Floer ho-
mology in terms of sutured Floer homology of the link complement equipped with a pair of
oppositely oriented meridional sutures on each link component. Moreover, as a simple applic-
ation of his surface decomposition formula [Juh08, Proposition 8.6], one can also show that
adding additional such pairs of sutures corresponds to tensoring the sutured Floer homology
by a two-dimensional vector space, an operation which is known as stabilization. HFT(T ) is
essentially defined in terms of a multi-pointed Heegaard Floer theory and, as such, it is closely
related to sutured Floer homology. Therefore, it is natural to generalize HFT to stabilized
tangles T (n1, . . . , n|T |), that is tangles T with ni (additional) pairs of meridional sutures on the
ith component of T for i = 1, . . . , |T |, where |T | is the number of components of T . As one
might expect, the relationship between the immersed curve invariants of stabilized and ordinary
tangles is as follows:
Theorem 0.6 (4.2). HFT commutes with stabilization. More explicitly, for any stabilized tangle
T (n1, . . . , n|T |),
HFT(T (n1, . . . , n|T |)) =
|T |⊗
k=1
V ⊗nktk ⊗HFT(T ),
where Vt is a 2-dimensional vector space supported in a single relative δ-grading and two con-
secutive relative Alexander gradings t+1 and t−1.
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Relationship between peculiar modules and bordered sutured Heegaard Floer the-
ory. In [Zib20], the author proved a Glueing Theorem which says that if we decompose a link L
into two 4-ended tangles T1 and T2, we can compute the link Floer homology ĤFL(L) in terms
of the Lagrangian intersection Floer homology of (the mirror of) HFT(T1) and HFT(T2). The
proof of this result relies on Zarev’s bordered sutured Heegaard Floer theory [Zar11] and uses
a particular bordered sutured structure on the tangle complement MT . The bordered sutured
type D structure B̂SD(MT ) of MT is defined over an algebra which is much larger and more
complicated than the peculiar algebra A∂ . But for the proof of the Glueing Theorem, it is
sufficient to identify the image of the peculiar module CFT∂(T ) of a tangle T under a certain
quotient functor with the image of B̂SD(MT ) under another quotient functor.
In this article, we offer an alternative definition of peculiar modules in terms of a different
bordered sutured structure on the tangle complement, which was first suggested to the author
by Andy Manion. This bordered sutured structure is in some sense dual to the one chosen previ-
ously and has the advantage that the corresponding bordered sutured algebra can be interpreted
as a very simple quotient of the peculiar algebra A∂ . Moreover, we show in Theorem 5.3 that the
image of CFT∂(T ) under the induced quotient functor agrees with the bordered sutured type D
structure of the tangle complement with the new bordered sutured structure. The proof of this
identification relies on a certain bimodule, which is sometimes called the half-identity bimodule
of a bordered sutured structure. At the risk of being rather imprecise, let us summarize the
proof of Theorem 5.3 as follows:
Theorem 0.7 (5.3). The half-identity bimodule of the 4-punctured sphere acts like the identity.
Conjugation symmetry. Like link Floer homology, peculiar modules come with a relative
bigrading. More precisely, if T is an oriented 4-ended tangle in a Z-homology 3-ball, the
generators CFT∂(T ) carry a homological grading h which is a relative Z-grading as well as a
multivariate Alexander grading A, which is a relative Z|T |-grading, where |T | is the number of
components of T . If we compose A with the map Z|T | → Z which adds all components together,
we obtain the univariate Alexander grading A. There is also a third grading, the δ-grading,
which is a relative 12Z-grading defined in terms of the other two gradings by
δ = 12A− h.
In this paper, we will use the δ-grading instead of the homological grading, since the former
is, unlike the latter, independent of the orientation of T . We write HFTδ(T ) for the image of
HFT(T ) under the forgetful functor which drops the homological and Alexander grading.
Definition 0.8. Let us fix, once and for all, an absolute bigrading of rX(pq ) and in(
p
q ; i, j) for
every slope pq ∈ QP1 and any choice of X, n, i and j. (In Section 6, we will impose some
conditions on how we do this, see Theorem 6.1 and Definition 6.9.) Then, if γ is one of these
absolutely bigraded curves with local systems, let us denote by δmtAγ the bigraded immersed
curve with local system obtained from γ by shifting the δ-grading by m and the Alexander
grading by A. Given an absolutely bigraded multicurve L and γ ∈ {rX(pq ), in(pq ; i, j)}, let us
define
γ(L) =
∑
nm,Aδ
mtA,
where nm,A is the number of curves δmtAγ in L over all m ∈ 12Z and Alexander gradings A. We
call γ(L) the Poincaré polynomial of L at γ. Let us write γδ(L) ∈ Z[δ± 12 ] for the polynomial
γ(L) evaluated at t = 1. Given an oriented 4-ended tangle T , let us write γ(T ) := γ(HFT(T ))
and similarly γδ(T ) := γδ(HFT(T )). Finally, let r be the operation which inverts all Alexander
gradings.
Theorem 0.9 (Bigraded conjugation symmetry for horizontal components; 6.1). Given an
oriented 4-ended tangle T , let us fix an absolute lift of the δ-grading of HFT(T ). Suppose,
HFT(T ) contains a component of slope 01 . Then, there exists a unique lift of the Alexander
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grading on HFT(T ) such that for all local systems X and positive integers n,
r
(
rX(01)(T )
)
= rX−1(01)(T )
and:
r
(
in(01 ; 2, 3)(T )
)
= in(01 ; 4, 1)(T )
if the tangle ends 2 and 3 belong to different open tangle components and
r
(
in(01 ; 2, 3)(T )
)
· (t2,3 + t−12,3) = in(01 ; 4, 1)(T ) · (t4,1 + t−14,1)
otherwise, where t2,3 and t4,1 are the colours of the tangle components at the tangle ends (2
and 3) and (4 and 1), respectively.
The author expects a similar statement to hold for all slopes. A proof of this would—
amongst other things—require a better understanding of the Alexander grading on rational and
irrational curves of arbitrary slope, which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, if we
content ourselves with the δ-grading, we can easily deduce the following result:
Theorem 0.10 (δ-graded conjugation symmetry). Given an oriented 4-ended tangle T , let us fix
an absolute lift of the δ-grading of HFTδ(T ). Then for any choice of pq , X, n and (i1, i2, i3, i4),
rδX(pq )(T ) = r
δ
X−1(
p
q )(T ) and i
δ
n(pq ; i1, i2)(T ) = i
δ
n(pq ; i3, i4)(T ).
As their names suggest, these two results should be regarded as the analogues of conjugation
symmetry of Heegaard Floer theories of closed 3-manifolds or knots and links therein. The
classical proof of conjugation symmetry goes along the following lines: first, we fix a Heegaard
diagram from which we compute the invariant in question. Then we construct a new Heegaard
diagram from the first by reversing the orientation of its underlying surface and simultaneously
exchanging the role of α- and β-curves. The algebraic structures computed from the two dia-
grams are the same, up to reversing the Spinc-grading, which corresponds to the Alexander
grading. Moreover, for closed 3-manifolds and knots or links therein, one can argue that the
new diagram also represents the same geometric object, so the two algebraic structures need to
be the same up to chain homotopy.
For bordered and bordered sutured 3-manifolds, this argument is more complicated, since
Heegaard diagrams also involve α- and β-arcs that parametrize the 3-manifold boundaries. So
while conjugation leaves the underlying 3-manifolds unchanged, α-arcs become β-arcs and vice
versa. One might hope to fix this problem by glueing in a bordered (sutured) manifold such
that the diffeomorphism type of the underlying manifold does not change, but α- and β-arcs are
interchanged once more. For example, Hanselman, J. Rasmussen and Watson use this strategy
to show that their immersed curve invariant for 3-manifolds with torus boundary is preserved by
the elliptic involution up to reversing the Spinc-grading [HRW18]. In their case, the bordered
Heegaard diagrams have two α-arcs and no β-arcs, so one of the key ingredients is to find
a bordered Heegaard diagram of the once-punctured torus which turns a parametrization by
β-arcs into one by α-arcs.
In the case of tangles, the situation is even more complicated than in the torus boundary
case: here, there is no bordered sutured structure which only interchanges the parametrization
by α- and β-arcs. Any such bordered sutured manifold also needs to introduce at least two
extra pairs of sutures on the open tangle components. (This can be easily seen by studying how
the underlying sutured structure has to change.) In Section 6, we describe a bordered sutured
manifold that interchanges α- and β-arcs at the expense of two additional pairs of meridional
sutures. As we have seen in Theorem 0.6, adding meridional sutures is conceptually not a big
problem. However, it makes computations much more involved, as the corresponding type AD
bimodule with its 32 generators from Figure 33 illustrates.
Conway mutation. Given a tangle R in a 3-manifoldM with spherical boundary, let mutx(R),
muty(R) and mutz(R) be the tangles obtained from R by relabelling the tangle ends according
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R
(c) muty(R)
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4
R
(d) mutz(R)
Figure 5. Conway mutation. The relabelling of the tangle ends is illustrated here in
terms of rotations of the tangle.
to the permutations (12)(34), (14)(23) and (13)(24), respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 5.
We say that mutx(R), muty(R) and mutz(R) are obtained from R by mutation. If R is oriented,
we orient these three tangles such that the orientations agree at the tangle ends with the same
labels. If this means that we need to reverse the orientation of the two open components of R,
then we also reverse the orientation of all other components; otherwise we do not change any
orientation. We say two links are Conway mutants if they agree outside a 3-manifold with
spherical boundary which intersects the links transversely in four points and the tangles in its
complement are related by mutation.
As a consequence of δ-graded conjugation symmetry of HFT, we can now show:
Theorem 0.11. Let T be a 4-ended tangle in a Z-homology 3-ball and T ′ obtained from T by
mutation. Then HFTδ(T ) and HFTδ(T ′) agree as relatively δ-graded invariants.
Together with the aforementioned Glueing Theorem for HFT, this proves Theorem 0.1.
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1. Review: peculiar modules
In this section, we review some background on peculiar modules from [Zib20].
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Figure 6. The (2,−3)-pretzel
tangle in B3
1.1. Definition of peculiar modules.
Definition 1.1. A 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-
ball M with spherical boundary is an embedding
T :
(
I unionsq I unionsq
∐
S1, ∂
)
↪→
(
M,S1 ⊂ S2 = ∂M
)
,
such that the endpoints of the two intervals lie on a fixed
oriented circle S1 on the boundary of M , together with a
choice of distinguished tangle end. Starting at this distin-
guished (=first) tangle end and following the orientation of
the fixed circle S1, we number the tangle ends and label the
arcs S1 r im(T ) by a, b, c and d, in that order. Sometimes,
we will find it more convenient to use the labels s1 for a, s2
for b, s3 for c and s4 for d instead. We call a choice of a single
arc a site of the tangle T . We call ∂M the boundary of the
tangle T and those four arcs a parametrization thereof.
We consider tangles up to ambient isotopy which fixes the distinguished tangle end and the
orientation of S1 (and thus preserves the labelling of the tangle ends and arcs). The images
of the two intervals are called the open components, the images of any circles are called the
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closed components of the tangle. We label these tangle components by variables t1 and t2
for the open components and t′1, t′2, . . . for the closed components. We call those variables the
colours of T . An orientation of a tangle is a choice of orientation of the two intervals and the
circles.
Note that the orientation of S1 enables us to distinguish between the two components of
∂M rS1. The back component of ∂M rS1 is the one whose boundary orientation agrees with
the orientation of S1, using the right-hand rule and a normal vector field pointing into M . We
call the other one the front component.
ι4•
ι1 • • ι3
•
ι2
q4
p4
q1
p1
q3
p3
q2
p2
Figure 7
Definition 1.2. A matching P is a partition {{i1, o1}, {i2, o2}} of
{1, 2, 3, 4} into pairs. An ordered matching is a matching in which
the pairs are ordered. A 4-ended tangle T gives rise to a matching PT as
follows: the first pair consists of the two endpoints of the open compon-
ent with colour t1, the second consists of the two endpoints of the second
open component of T , the one labelled t2. Given an orientation of the two
open components of T , we order each pair of points such that the inward
pointing end comes first, the outward pointing end second.
Definition 1.3. Let A∂ be the path algebra of the quiver in Figure 7 modulo the relations
piqi = 0 = qipi.
We call A∂ the peculiar algebra. We write
I∂ := F2〈ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4〉
for the corresponding ring of idempotents. For convenience, we sometimes write the elements
pipi+1 . . . pj−1pj as pi(i+1)···(j−1)j and qiqi−1 . . . qj+1qj as qi(i−1)···(j+1)j , where again, we take the
indices modulo 4 with an offset of 1. Furthermore, to simplify notation, we set
p = p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 ∈ A∂ and q = q1 + q2 + q3 + q4 ∈ A∂ ,
so we can write for example p4 = p1234 + p2341 + p3412 + p4123.
We define a 12Z-grading on A∂ , called the δ-grading, by setting
δ(pi) = δ(qi) := 12 ,
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and then extending linearly to all ofA∂ . Similarly, given an ordered matching
P = {{i1, o1}, {i2, o2}}, we define relative Z-gradings Atk for k = 1, 2, called Alexander
gradings, by
Atk(ιs) := 0, Atk(pik) = Atk(qik) := 1 and Atk(pok) = Atk(qok) := −1,
and then extend linearly to A∂ . We call (δ, A) the bigrading on A∂ . We denote the sum of
the two Alexander gradings by A and call it the reduced Alexander grading. There is also
a third grading, the homological grading, which is defined in terms of the other two by
h = 12A− δ.
Definition 1.4. Given an (ordered) matching P = {{i1, o1}, {i2, o2}}, let pqMod := pqModP
be the category of δ-graded (and Alexander graded) curved type D structures over A∂ with
curvature
p4 + q4.
More explicitly, an object of this category is a pair (C, ∂), where C is a relatively δ-graded (and
Alexander graded) right I∂-module and ∂ : C → C⊗I∂A∂ is a right I∂-module homomorphism
which increases the δ-grading by 1, preserves the Alexander grading (if defined), and satisfies
(1C ⊗ µ) ◦ (∂ ⊗ 1A∂ ) ◦ ∂ = 1C ⊗ (p4 + q4),
where µ denotes composition in A∂ . As in [Zib20], we call objects of this category peculiar
modules and usually consider the underlying I∂-modules with a preferred choice of basis.
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Amorphism between two peculiar modules (C, ∂) and (C ′, ∂′) is an I∂-module homomorphism
C → C ′ ⊗I∂ A∂ . The composition of two morphisms f and g is defined as
(g ◦ f) = (1⊗ µ) ◦ (g ⊗ 1A∂ ) ◦ f.
We endow the space of morphisms Mor((C, ∂), (C ′, ∂′)) with a differential D defined by
D(f) = ∂′ ◦ f + f ◦ ∂.
This turns pqMod into an enriched category over the category of ordinary chain complexes over
F2. The underlying ordinary category is obtained by restricting the morphism spaces to degree
0 elements in the kernel of D, giving us the usual notions of chain map and chain homotopy.
For more details, see [Zib20, Section 1.1].
Definition 1.5. Given two 4-ended tangles T1 and T2, let L(T1, T2) be the link obtained by
glueing T1 to T2 as shown in Figure 8.
T1 T2a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
Figure 8. The link L(T1, T2)
Theorem 1.6 ([Zib20, Theorem 0.1 and Corollary 0.7]). For
any oriented 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ball, one can
define a peculiar module CFT∂(T ) ∈ ob(pqModPT ), where
PT is the ordered matching induced by T . Furthermore, its
bigraded chain homotopy type is an invariant of the tangle.
Moreover, let L = L(T1, T2) be the result of glueing two ori-
ented 4-ended tangles T1 and T2 together such that their ori-
entations match. Also, let Vt be as in Theorem 0.6 and let
mr(T1) be the mirror image of T1 with the orientation of all components reversed. Then
ĤFL(L)⊗ Vt ∼= H∗
(
Mor
(
CFT∂(mr(T1)),CFT∂(T2)
))
if the four open components of the tangles become identified to the same component of colour t
and
ĤFL(L) ∼= H∗
(
Mor
(
CFT∂(mr(T1)),CFT∂(T2)
))
otherwise.
CFT∂ is defined as a multi-pointed Heegaard Floer homology using a suitable notion of
Heegaard diagrams for 4-ended tangles in which the parametrization S1 of the boundary of the
tangle plays the role of an α-circle. All the results of this paper can be understood without any
knowledge of how this construction works. Therefore, we will only give more background on
this when it seems necessary and point the interested reader to the relevant sections in [Zib20]
for more details.
Definition 1.7. We sometimes want to use an Alexander grading without specifying a partic-
ular ordered matching ie orientation of the tangle. So we define a grading on A∂ and CFT∂(T )
which takes values in
A := Z4/ im(Z→ Z4, n 7→ (n, n, n, n))
such that the grading of pi, qi ∈ A∂ is 1 in the ith component and 0 in the other three components.
We usually write an element (a, b, c, d) in this group as abtdc . Note that this grading extends to
pqMod, since the gradings of p4 and q4 are both 11t11 = 00t00. We call A the generalized
Alexander grading.
Remark 1.8. Let us also note that each closed component t′ of a tangle T gives rise to an
additional Z-grading At′ which is preserved along differentials of CFT∂(T ) and vanishes on A∂ .
As already noted in [Zib20, Observation 2.31], this implies that CFT∂(T ) decomposes into the
direct sum over the Alexander gradings of closed tangle components. This is why we will usually
suppress these gradings from our notation.
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a
b
c
d
ι1
ι2
ι3
ι4
1
2 3
4
p1
q1
p2
q2
p3
q3
p4
q4
Figure 9. A geometric interpret-
ation of the quiver from Figure 7
in terms of the parametrization of
the 4-punctured sphere
1.2. Classification results for peculiar modules. In
[Zib20], the author classified peculiar modules in terms of
immersed curves on the 4-punctured sphere, using an al-
gorithm from [HRW16] due to Hanselman, J. Rasmussen
and Watson.
Definition 1.9. A loop or immersed curve with local
system on the 4-punctured sphere S2 r 4 is a pair (γ,X)
where γ is an immersion of an oriented circle into S2 r
4 representing a non-trivial primitive element of pi1(S2 r
4) and X ∈ GLn(F2) for some integer n. We consider γ
up to isotopy, X up to matrix similarity and (γ,X) up to
simultaneous orientation reversal of γ and inversion of the
matrix X. Given an immersed curve (γ,X), we call γ the
underlying curve of the loop and X its local system.
We sometimes write γX for (γ,X).
In [Zib20, Definition 4.28], the author defined a collection of immersed curves with local
systems as a set of loops {(γi, Xi)}i∈I such that the immersed curves γi are pairwise non-
homotopic as unoriented curves. Then, two collections of loops {(γi, Xi)}i∈I and {(γ′j , X ′j)}j∈J
were considered equivalent iff there was a bijection ι : I → J such that γi was homotopic to γ′ι(i)
and Ai was similar to A′ι(i) for all i ∈ I.
In this paper, we will use a slightly different way to bundle loops together: a multicurve is
an unordered set of loops each of whose local system is the companion matrix of a polynomial
in F2[x], subject to the condition that each set of polynomials whose corresponding curves are
homotopic to each other can be ordered such that one polynomial divides the next. Given
a collection L of immersed curves with local systems, we can obtain a multicurve as follows:
first, we put each local system X of a loop γX in L into Frobenius normal form as in [Zib20,
Section 4.7]. Then, we split γX into the direct summands of curves γXi , where Xi are the
diagonal blocks of the Frobenius normal form of X. Since the set of diagonal block matrices in
the Frobenius normal form is unique, two collections of loops are considered equivalent iff their
corresponding multicurves are actually the same. Conversely, we can go from a multicurve to
a collection of immersed curves by taking the direct sum of all local systems whose underlying
curves are homotopic as unoriented curves.
Definition 1.10 (cp [Zib20, Definition 4.30]). Given a loop γX and s ∈ {a, b, c, d}, let C.ιs be
the right I∂-module over F2 generated by the intersection points of γ with the arc s, counted
with multiplicity dimX. Let us assume that each of the elementary curve segments of γ, ie
the immersed intervals obtained by cutting γ along the parametrizing arcs of the 4-punctured
sphere, connects distinct arcs. Then C.ιs is an invariant of the homotopy type of γ. We define
the I∂-module C as the direct sum of C.ιs over s = a, b, c, d.
Next, we want to define a differential on C. For this, let us first consider an elementary curve
segment between two intersection points, say x and y. We can orient it in two ways, namely
x → y and y → x. The oriented elementary curve segment x → y is homotopic to an oriented
path on the union of the parametrizing arcs and the boundary paths pi and qi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, in
Figure 9. Moreover, if we want it to avoid at least one boundary component of the 4-punctured
sphere and if we also want its orientation to agree with the orientations of the boundary paths pi
and qi, then this path is unique up to reparametrization. Let {a1, . . . , aj} be the ordered list of
boundary paths pi and qi that we meet along this path. (Note that by construction, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.)
By interpreting the boundary paths pi and qi as the generators of A∂ , we can define a(x→ y)
as the product aj · · · a1. Similarly, we define a(y → x). (Note that a(y → x) · a(x→ y) is equal
to a product of all pi or all qi, depending on whether the elementary curve segment sits on the
front or back of the parametrized 4-punctured sphere.)
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Now we are ready to define the differential. If dimX = 1, let ∂ : C → C ⊗I∂ A∂ be the
homomorphism given on generators x by
∂(x) := y ⊗ a(x→ y) + z ⊗ a(x→ z),
where x → y and x → z are the two elementary curve segments starting at x. If the local
system X is the n× n identity matrix and v ∈ Fn2 , we define
∂(x⊗ v) := (y ⊗ v)⊗ a(x→ y) + (z ⊗ v)⊗ a(x→ z).
Finally, if X is a general local system with dimX = n, we define ∂ as before, except that we
replace the contribution of a single elementary curve segment between two intersection points
x and y by
(y ⊗X(v))⊗ a(x→ y) and (x⊗X−1(v))⊗ a(y → x),
where we are assuming that the orientations of γ and x→ y agree. We define Π(γX) := (C, ∂).
By construction, Π(γX) is an ungraded peculiar module. One can also define bigradings on
loops, see [Zib20, Definitions 4.28 and 5.1], but since they are essentially defined as bigradings
on Π(γX), these definitions are rather unilluminating.
As noted in [Zib20, Definition 4.30], the chain homotopy type of the image of a (bi)graded
loop under Π is an invariant of the equivalence class of a loop. The following result is more
remarkable:
Theorem 1.11 ([Zib20, Theorem 0.4, Definition 4.30]). Every peculiar module (C, ∂) is chain
homotopic to Π(L) for some multicurve L which is unique up to equivalence. Thus, we can as-
sociate with (C, ∂) a multicurve L(C, ∂) = {(γi, Xi)}i∈I such that if (C ′, ∂′) is another peculiar
module with L(C ′, ∂′) = {(γ′i′ , X ′i′)}i′∈I′, (C, ∂) and (C ′, ∂′) are homotopic iff the multicurves
are the same. Moreover, the homology of the space of morphisms between two peculiar mod-
ules is chain homotopic to the Lagrangian intersection Floer theory between their associated
multicurves:
H∗(Mor((C, ∂), (C ′, ∂′))) ∼= HF(L(C, ∂), L(C ′, ∂′)).
Definition 1.12. Given an oriented 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ball, we define HFT(T )
as the multicurve associated with CFT∂(T ).
Theorem 1.13 ([Zib20, Theorem 5.9]). With the same notation as in Theorems 1.6 and 1.11,
ĤFL(L)⊗ Vt ∼= HF (HFT(mr(T1)),HFT(T2))
if the four open components of the tangles become identified to the same component of colour t
and
ĤFL(L) ∼= HF (HFT(mr(T1)),HFT(T2))
otherwise.
Question 1.14 (geography question for HFT). Which loops arise as the invariants of 4-ended
tangles?
Many results in this paper can be regarded as attempts to answer this question. In [Zib20,
Observation 6.1], the author already observed the following “global” obstruction.
Observation 1.15. For any 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ball M , the underlying curve
of each component of HFT(T ) lies in the kernel of
pi1(∂M r ∂T )→ pi1(M r ν(T ))→ H1(M r ν(T )),
where the first map is induced by the inclusion and the second is the Abelianization map. In
particular, HFT(T ) does not contain any component whose underlying curve is a meridional
curve around a tangle end. A similar obstruction comes from the δ-grading.
1.3. Quotient functors for peculiar modules. Theorem 1.11 can be generalized to a whole
class of categories of curved complexes associated with marked surfaces with arc systems. In
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fact, this is the perspective taken in [Zib20, Section 4]. For the purpose of the present paper, it
is not necessary to recall any details about marked surfaces and arc systems; we only need to
discuss one of the observations that follow from taking this broader perspective.
Recall that the differential CFT∂(T ) is defined in terms of counting holomorphic curves and
recording how often they cover certain basepoints which correspond to the elementary algebra
elements pi and qi. The curvature terms in CFT∂(T ) originate from boundary degenerations
which cover all the basepoints pi or all the basepoints qi exactly once. One way to avoid these
curvature terms is to simply ignore those holomorphic curves covering the basepoints pi and qj
for a certain choice of i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. In terms of the algebra A∂ , this corresponds to setting
these two generators equal to 0:
Definition 1.16. For i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the quotient homomorphism
piij : A∂ → A∂ij := A∂ /(pi = 0 = qj)
induces a functor
Fij : pqMod→ pqModij ,
where pqModij = ModA
∂
ij is the category of (bi)graded type D structures over A∂ij .
In terms of marked surfaces with arc systems, the homomorphism piij corresponds to adding
a marker to each of the two boundary paths pi and qj in Figure 9. The classification result
for pqModij is analogous to Theorem 1.11, except that we need to enlarge the set of immersed
curves to include non-compact ones. Moreover, the functor Fij is essentially the identity on
immersed curves. This implies the following result:
Theorem 1.17 ([Zib20, Corollary 4.48, see also the proof of Corollary 5.7]). Let i, j ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}. Then two peculiar modules are chain homotopic iff the same is true for their images
under Fij.
1.4. Generalized peculiar modules. In [Zib20, Section 2], the author also defined a tangle
invariant CFT−(T ), which generalizes CFT∂(T ). Like CFT∂(T ), the invariant CFT−(T ) is
a curved type D structure, but it is defined over a larger algebra A−n , where n is equal to
the number of closed components of the tangle T . For any n > 0, there is an epimorphism
A−n → A−0 =: A−, so we can always regard CFT−(T ) as a curved type D structure over A−.
This is what we will do throughout this paper, as it will be sufficient for our purposes.
Definition 1.18 ([Zib20, Definitions 2.10 and 2.11]). Let Rpre be the free polynomial ring
generated by the variables pi and qi, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let Apre be the I∂-I∂-algebra
whose underlying I∂-I∂-bimodule structure is given by ιs′ Apre .ιs := Rpre for pairs (s, s′) of
sites and whose algebra multiplication is defined by the unique I∂-I∂-bimodule homomorphism
Apre⊗I∂ Apre → Apre which, for all triples (s, s′, s′′) of sites, restricts to the multiplication map
in Rpre:
ιs′′ .Apre .ιs′︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rpre
⊗I∂ ιs′ .Apre .ιs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rpre
→ ιs′′ .Apre .ιs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rpre
.
Let R be the free polynomial ring in the variables Ui for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Via the inclusion
R ↪→ Rpre, Ui 7→ piqi,
we can regard Apre as an R-algebra. Let A− be the subalgebra of Apre generated as an R-algebra
by the idempotents in I∂ and
pi := ιi−1.pi.ιi, and qi := ιi.qi.ιi−1,
where we take the indices i = 1, 2, 3, 4 modulo 4 with an offset of 1. Note that piqi = ιi−1.Ui
and qipi = ιi.Ui as elements in A−. Thus, any element in A− can be written uniquely as a sum
of elements of the form
ιi.r, pipi+1 . . . pk−1pk.r and qiqi−1 . . . qk+1qk.r,
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where r ∈ R is a monomial. This is the standard basis on A− as a vector space over F2. We
call A− the generalised peculiar algebra. By setting Ui = 0 for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4, we obtain
the algebra A∂ . Note that we can use the corresponding epimorphism
A− −→ A∂
to extend the δ- and Alexander gradings of A∂ to A− in a unique way.
Definition 1.19 ([Zib20, Definition 2.16]). Given an oriented 4-ended tangle T , CFT−(T ) is a
curved type D structure over A− with curvature
p4 + q4 + Ui1Uo1 + Ui2Uo2 ,
where {{i1, o1}, {i2, o2}} is the ordered matching induced by T . Like CFT∂(T ), CFT−(T ) is
defined as a multi-pointed Heegaard Floer theory; we simply count more holomorphic curves in
its differential. The epimorphism A− → A∂ gives rise to a functor E between the categories of
curved type D structures and CFT∂(T ) is the image of CFT−(T ) under this functor.
By [Zib20, Theorem 2.17], the relatively bigraded chain homotopy type of CFT−(T ) is a
tangle invariant. However, for the purpose of this paper, we only need to know that CFT∂(T )
lies in the image of E . Of course, such a functor preserves chain homotopy types. However, it
is not clear if, given two chain homotopic complexes over A∂ , the fact that one complex lies in
the image of E implies that the same is true for the other complex. Nonetheless, we have the
following result.
Proposition 1.20. Let (C−, ∂−) be a bigraded curved complex over A−. Then (C−, ∂−) is bi-
graded chain homotopic to a complex whose image under E lies in the image of Π. In particular,
for any oriented 4-ended tangle T , Π(HFT(T )) lies in the image of E.
Proof. The strategy for the proof is to lift every chain homotopy for (C, ∂) = E(C−, ∂−) in
the simplification algorithm from [Zib20, Section 4] to a chain homotopy for (C−, ∂−). This
algorithm uses two tools for changing complexes while preserving their chain homotopy types,
namely the Cancellation Lemma and the Clean-Up Lemma [Zib20, Lemmas 1.22 and 1.24],
which we always apply to single components of the differentials.
Let us consider the Cancellation Lemma first. Like in A∂ , the only homogeneous elements
in A− of δ-grading 0 are the idempotents. So if ∂ contains an identity component, then the
corresponding component of ∂− is also an identity component. Therefore, the complex obtained
from (C, ∂) by any cancellation along an identity component of ∂ is equal to the image of the
complex obtained from (C−, ∂−) by the cancellation of the corresponding component of ∂−.
By induction on the size of the complex, we may therefore assume that (C, ∂), and hence also
(C−, ∂−), is reduced.
For any application of the Clean-Up Lemma, we need to verify that the morphism h satisfies
two conditions, namely h2 = 0 and h∂h = 0. (Note that D(h) = h∂ + ∂h, so assuming h2 = 0,
the conditions D(h)h = 0 and hD(h) = 0 are equivalent to h∂h = 0.) In the algorithm, the
first condition is always satisfied, because we always choose h such that it connects two different
generators. The second condition h∂h = 0 is satisfied for peculiar modules because of δ-grading
constraints and the fact that piqi = 0. The latter is no longer true in A−. Instead, we can argue
with the δ- and the Alexander grading. Suppose h goes between two generators x and y and
there is a non-zero component of the differential ∂ going in the opposite direction:
x y
h
∂
Let us abuse notation and use the letters h and ∂ also for the algebra elements in A− labelling
these two arrows. Then
δ(y)− δ(x) + δ(h) = 0 and δ(x)− δ(y) + δ(∂) = 1, so δ(h) + δ(∂) = 1.
Similarly, we see that
(1) A(h) +A(∂) = 0.
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Since we are assuming that (C, ∂) is reduced, ie δ(∂) ≥ 12 , we have δ(h) ≤ 12 . In other words,
h ∈ {pi, qi, ιi | i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. If h = pi, then δ(∂) = 12 . This implies ∂ = qi, since the left and
right idempotents of ∂ are the right and left idempotents of h, respectively. But qi and pi have
the same (non-zero) Alexander grading, contradicting (1). Similarly, we can argue in the case
h = qi. Finally, h = ιi implies that δ(∂) = 1. Then the left and right idempotents of ∂ agree,
so ∂ = Uj .ιi for some j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and, again, we obtain a contradiction to (1). 
2. The action of the mapping class group
In our definition of a 4-ended tangle T (Definition 1.1), we fixed a parametrization of the
boundary of the tangle. The mapping class group of the 4-punctured sphere
Mod(S2 r 4) = pi0(Homeo+(S2 r 4))
acts on this parametrization and hence on the tangles. It also acts on the underlying curves of
HFT(T ). The main result from this section is that these actions commute with HFT, so the
invariant HFT(T ) is independent of the parametrization:
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a 4-ended tangle in a Z-homology 3-ball and ρ ∈ Mod(S2 r 4). Then
HFT(ρT ) = ρ(HFT(T )).
Mod(S2 r 4) is generated by the half-twists along the four parametrizing arcs, so it suffices
to prove the theorem for those four generators. Because of the inherent symmetry of the
parametrization, it is actually sufficient to understand just one of them. Let us focus on the
half-twist τ whose action on tangles and the parametrizing arcs is shown in Figures 10 and 11a,
respectively.
TA
B
C
D
a
b
c
d
Figure 10. The tangle τT
Consider the two parametrizations {a, b, c, d} and {A,B,C,D}
in Figure 11a. They give rise to two distinct maps Π := Π{a,b,c,d}
and Π′ := Π{A,B,C,D} which establish the correspondence from
Definition 1.10 between multicurves and peculiar modules. The
reason why the labels p4 and q3 of the first parametrization and
p3 and q4 of the second are crossed out is because it turns out to
be useful to set these variables equal to zero in the corresponding
algebras, ie to work with type D structures over the algebras A∂43
and A∂34.
Definition 2.2. Let D(τ) be the strictly unital type AD A∂43-A∂34-bimodule defined in Fig-
ure 11b. Furthermore, let r34 be the operation on type D structures which interchanges the
third and the fourth entry in the generalized Alexander grading: abtdc 7→ abtcd.
Remark 2.3. Note that the action of r34(·)  D(τ) on generators corresponds exactly to the
action of τ on Kauffman states of T from [Zib19].
Lemma 2.4. For any loop γX , we have the following bigraded homotopy equivalence:
F34(Π′(γX)) ∼= r34(F43(Π(γX))) D(τ).
Lemma 2.5. Let T be a 4-ended tangle and τT the tangle obtained by adding a single crossing
to it as shown in Figure 10. Then,
F34(CFT∂(τT )) ∼= r34(F43(CFT∂(T ))) D(τ).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We have
F34(Π(τ(HFT(T )))) = F34(Π′(HFT(T ))) (by the definition of τ)
∼= r34(F43(Π(HFT(T ))))D(τ) (by Lemma 2.4)
∼= r34(F43(CFT∂(T )))D(τ) (by the definition of HFT(T ))
∼= F34(CFT∂(τT )) (by Lemma 2.5)
∼= F34(Π(HFT(τT ))) (by the definition of HFT(τT )).
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d
A
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D
(a) τ maps the arc system {a, b, c, d} to
the arc system {A,B,C,D}.
δ0 00t
1
2
1
2
dD δ−
1
2 00t
1
2
− 12
cD
δ0 00t
1
2
1
2
aA δ0 00t
− 12
− 12
cC
δ0 00t
1
2
1
2
bB δ−
1
2 00t
− 12
1
2
cB
(q1|q1)
(q12|q12)
(q4|1)
(q41|q1)
(q412|q12)
(−|p4)(p1|p1)
(q2|q2)
(p2|p2)
(p21|p21)
(−|q3)
(p32|p2)
(p321|p21)
(p3|1)
(b) The identity action of the bimodule is implicit. The
idempotent of a generator xY is ιx in the first component
and ιY in the second.
Figure 11. The action of the half-twist τ on the parametrization of the 4-punctured
sphere (a) and the type AD bimodule D(τ) (b)
b
b
B
A
(a)
b
bD
A
(b)
b
b
B
D
(c)
b
b
B
A
(d)
b
bD
A
(e)
b
b
b
B
D
(f)
Figure 12. Elementary curve segments which stay away from the arc c. The action of
the bimodule D(τ) on these is trivial.
By Theorem 1.17, this implies that
Π(τ(HFT(T ))) = Π(HFT(τT ))
and by Theorem 1.11, this in turn implies
τ(HFT(T )) = HFT(τT ).
Using cyclic permutations of the arcs, we see that the Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 also hold for the
corresponding half-twists along the other three arcs. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let us first assume for simplicity that the local system X is trivial. On
elementary curve segments of γ with respect to the first arc system, D(τ) acts like the identity
if the segment in question does not end on the arc c; for an illustration, see Figure 12. In
Figure 13, we compute the result of pairing the bimodule D(τ) with the remaining elementary
curve segments. Note that generators in idempotents a, b and d contribute one new generator
in the -product, so for these generators, it is easy to put the curve segments back together.
Generators in idempotent c contribute three generators in the -product. Nonetheless, we
can easily reassemble the complexes along the new generators in idempotent C, since an arrow
leaving a generator in idempotent c contributes an arrow from the new generator B (respectively
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curve segment S S D(τ)
(a) b cp3 B B C D1 q3 p4
(b) a cp32 A B C Dp2 q3 p4
(c) d cp321 D B C Dp21 q3 p4
(d) d cq4 D D C B1 p4 q3
(e) a cq41 A D C Bq1 p4 q3
(f) b cq412 B D C Bq12 p4 q3
Figure 13. The action of the bimodule D(τ) on each elementary curve segment meeting
the arc c
bb
b
C
B
B
(a)
bbb
C
BA
(b)
bb
b
CB
D
(c)
b
b
b
C
D
D
(d)
b
b
b C
D
A
(e)
b
b
b
C
D
B
(f)
Figure 14. Graphical interpretation of the computation in Figure 13. The curve seg-
ments are drawn onto separate copies of Figure 11a.
D) iff it is labelled by a power of p (respectively q). In other words, we may safely ignore each
of the final arrows in the last column of Figure 13 and reassemble the complexes like puzzle
pieces which are joined along the generators/vertices aA, bB, cC and dD. Figure 14 shows those
pieces on the 4-punctured sphere with the two arc systems. As we can see, they agree with the
elementary curve segments that we started with. However, there could still be some identity
components, namely the dashed arrows in Subfigures (a) and (d). Those can be cancelled. One
can easily see that such a cancellation just homotopes the curve away from the arcs B and D,
which proves the claim.
One can easily adapt this argument to curves γX with non-trivial local systems X; we leave
the details to the reader. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. The strategy of this proof is very similar to that of the Glueing The-
orem [Zib20, Theorem 3.7]: we glue a thickened 4-punctured sphere X = I × (S2 r 4) onto the
tangle complement MT . This allows us to change the parametrization on the boundary of the
tangle complement as specified by the arc diagrams in Figure 15.
Before we begin with the actual proof, let us introduce some notation. Let B43 be the bordered
sutured algebra with five moving strands corresponding to the arc diagram on ∂MT and I43
the corresponding ring of idempotents. Let I ′43 be the subring of idempotents occupying the
α-arcs e and f and ι43 : B′43 ↪→ B43 the subalgebra I ′43.B43.I ′43 of B43. Similarly define I34, I ′34
and ι2 : B′34 ↪→ B34 for MτT . Note that we can regard A∂43 and A∂34 as quotients of B′43 and B′34,
respectively. Let pi′43 : B′43 → A∂43 and pi′34 : B′34 → A∂34 be the corresponding quotient maps.
The lemma follows from a computation of the type AD bimodule of the bordered sutured
manifold X. Figure 16a shows a Heegaard diagram which represents X. This can be seen by
finding a sequence of handleslides of β-curves such that four of the β-curves are parallel to the
simple closed curves A, B, C and D, respectively, and the other two are parallel to, say, the two
boundary components labelled 3/4 and 4/3, respectively. This particular Heegaard diagram is
chosen such that it minimizes the number of generators. Let us explain this diagram in more
detail. The regions adjacent to basepoints are shaded light green (). Intersection points are
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a
b
c
de
f
T
(a) The parametrization on ∂MT
A
B
C
DE
F
τT
(b) The parametrization on ∂MτT
a
b
c
d
f
e
A
B
C
DE
F
D
C
B
A
(c) The parametrization on the boundary of the thickened 4-punctured sphere X. If we cut
the boundary along the (dashed) simple closed curves A, B, C and D, we obtain the Heegaard
surface from Figure 16a.
Figure 15. A decomposition of MτT from Figure 10
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b
f
b
F
b b
b
B1
b
a
b
A
1
1
4
3
A
B
C
D
D
C
c
b
B
f
F
d
e
E
D
a
e
E
A
p1/P1
P4
p3
p2/P2
p2/P2
6
4
1
b
e
b
E
b
d
b
D1
b
c
b
C
bB2
b
D2
3
4
2
2
A
B
C
D
BC
c
d
D
e
E
b
f
F
B
a
f
F
A
q2/Q2
Q3
q4
q1/Q1
q1/Q1
5
3
2
1
(a) A Heegaard diagram for X, consisting of two punctured spheres, drawn as discs whose boundaries
correspond to the points at ∞. The two spheres are connected to each other by tubes along the grey
rectangles, which correspond to the simple closed curves A, B, C and D from Figure 15. The orientation
on the surface is such that the normal vector (determined by the right-hand rule) points into the
projection plane.
dD : acD1bef cD : aD2dbef
aA : Acdbef cC : aCdbef
bB : acdB1ef cB : aB2dbef
{q1/Q1}
{q1/Q1,q2/Q2}
{q4}
{q4,q1/Q1}
{q4,q1/Q1,q2/Q2}
{P4}{p1/P1}
{q2/Q2}
{p2/P2}
{p1/P1,p2/P2}
Q3}
{p3,p2/P2}
{p3,p2/P2,p1/P1}
{p3}
(b) The domains that contribute to the type AD structure D(τ)
Figure 16. A Heegaard diagram for the bordered sutured manifold X from Figure 15
and some computations of generators and domains
labelled by black Roman letters. The α-arcs are labelled by a, b, c, d, e, f and A, B, C, D, E, F ,
respectively, as in Figure 15. Furthermore, the β-curves are numbered from 1 to 6. Finally, all
regions in the Heegaard diagram are labelled by Qi, Pi, pi and qi or combinations thereof. Note
that the diagram is provincially admissible, since all regions meet the boundary. Therefore, we
can use it to compute I ′43. B̂SAD(X). Its generators are shown as the vertices of the graph in
Figure 16b; for each generator, the first two letters indicate its corresponding idempotents; the
letters after the colon indicate the corresponding intersection points, ordered by the indices of
the β-curves they occupy. Since the generators are uniquely determined by their idempotents,
we will use them in the following as the names of the generators.
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In the following, let us write domains D as formal differences D+ −D− of unordered sets of
regions D+ and D− with D+ ∩D− = ∅ such that
D =
∑
r∈D+
r −
∑
r∈D−
r.
Let us calculate some connecting domains between the generators. First of all, here are some
bigons and squares with a single boundary puncture:
{q4} : cD → dD, {Q3} : cB → cC, {p3} : cB → bB, {P4} : cD → cC.
The following domains are squares with two boundary punctures, one on the type A and one
on the type D side:
{p1, P1} : aA→ dD, {q2, Q2} : aA→ bB.
All those domains above contribute to the type AD structure. Next, let us compute the group
of periodic domains of our Heegaard diagram. It is easy to see that it is freely generated by the
following three domains:
{p1/P1, q1/Q1}, {p2/P2, q2/Q2}, {p3, p1/P1, P4} − {q4, q2/Q2, Q3}.
It is now elementary to check that indeed, Figure 16b shows all connecting domains with non-
negative multiplicities whose non-zero multiplicity regions do not include both those labelled by
Pi and Qj . We do not know (yet) whether they all contribute to the type AD structure, but it
turns out, this is all we need to compute from the Heegaard diagram. To explain this, let us
step back for a moment. Zarev’s Pairing Theorem [Zar11, Theorem 4] tells us that
(2) B̂SD(MτT )B34 ∼= B̂SD(MT )B43  B43B̂SAD(X)B34 .
As in the proof of the Glueing Theorem for CFT∂ , observe that we can choose a Heegaard
diagram forMT where the two α-arcs that have ends on the same suture do not intersect any β-
curve. Thus, generators of its type D structure belong to the idempotents that occupy one of the
four arcs a, b, c or d. Moreover, the labels of the type D structure for MT are contained in B′43,
ie B̂SD(MT ) lies in the image of the functor of type D structures FDι43 induced by the inclusion
ι43 (see [Zib20, Definition 1.15]). Thus, by the Pairing Adjunction [Zib20, Theorem 1.21], the
right hand side of (2) is equal to
(3) B̂SD(MT )B
′
43  B′43
FADι43,id
(
B̂SAD(X)
)B34
where FADι43,id is the functor induced by the inclusion ι43 and the identity on B34. Similarly, we
may ensure that the two α-arcs of MτT that have ends on the same suture do not intersect any
β-curve in a Heegaard diagram of MτT . Moreover, since generators of B̂SAD(X) which occupy
both e and f cannot occupy E nor F , we see that FADι43,id
(
B̂SAD(X)
)
lies in the image of the
functor FADid,ι34 , say
FADid,ι34(D′) = FADι43,id
(
B̂SAD(X)
)
.
So,
B̂SD(MτT )B
′
34 ∼= B̂SD(MT )B′43  B′43
(D′)B′34 .
Next, we can pass from B′34 to A∂34 via the quotient map pi′34, which induces the functors FDpi′34
and FADid,pi′34 . As in the proof of the Glueing Theorem [Zib20, Theorem 3.7], we may identify
FDpi′34(B̂SD(MτT )) with F34(CFT
∂(τT )), so we obtain
F34(CFT∂(τT ))A∂34 ∼= B̂SD(MT )B′43  B′43F
AD
id,pi′34
(D′)A∂34 .
Now, the only domains that can contribute to FADid,pi′34(D
′) are those computed above in Fig-
ure 16b. Moreover, from the A∞-relations, we deduce that the domain {q1/Q1} contributes
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iff the domains {q4, q1/Q1} and {q4, q1/Q1, q2/Q2} contribute; similarly, the domain {p2/P2}
contributes iff the domains {p3, p2/P2} and {p3, p2/P2, p1/P1} contribute. In any case, the type
AD structure FADid,pi′34(D
′) lies in the image of the functor FADpi′43,id, say
FADid,pi′34(D
′) = FADpi′43,id(D
′′).
Then, using the Pairing Adjunction and the fact that we can identify FDpi′43(B̂SD(MT )) with
F43(CFT∂(T )), we obtain
F34(CFT∂(τT ))A∂34 = F43(CFT∂(T ))A∂43  A∂43
(D′′)A∂34 .
To identify D′′ with D(τ), it remains to show that the two domains {q1/Q1} and {p2/P2}
contribute to the differential. Instead of analysing their moduli spaces, we argue indirectly. If
the first domain does not contribute, F34(CFT∂(τT )) does not contain any arrows labelled q1
for any tangle T . This is clearly false, so the domain must contribute. We can argue similarly
for the other domain.
Finally, the graded statement follows from the additivity of gradings as in the proof of the
Glueing Theorem for CFT∂ , together with the fact that the meridional suture around the tangle
end 3 of T becomes the meridional suture around the tangle end 4 of τT and vice versa. 
3. Linearity
Definition 3.1. Consider the covering space T 2 r 4 → S2 r 4 corresponding to the kernel of
the homomorphism pi1(S2 r 4) → Z/2 which sends the circle around each puncture to 1. We
can also think of this covering space as the restriction of the double-branched cover T 2 → S2
with four branched points. Let
η : R2 r Z2 −→ T 2 r 4 −→ S2 r 4
be the composition of this map with the restriction of the universal cover of the torus T 2 =
R2/(2Z)2. Our usual parametrization of S2 r 4 lifts to a parametrization of R2 r Z2 under η.
This is illustrated in Figure 3 on page 3, where the front face of S2 r 4 and its preimage under
η are shaded gray.
Observation 3.2. R2 r Z2 comes with a natural action by SL(2,Z). The two generators[1 0
1 1
]
and
[1 1
0 1
]
of SL(2,Z) induce two half-twists τ1 and τ2 on S2 r 4, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 17.
Therefore, the action of SL(2,Z) on R2rZ2 induces a well-defined action on S2r 4. Moreover,
− id ∈ SL(2,Z) acts trivially on S2 r 4, so we obtain an action of PSL(2,Z) on S2 r 4.
Alternatively, we can regard the half-twists τ1 and τ2 as the actions of the two generators
of the 3-stranded braid group B3 fixing one of the four punctures. (In Figure 17, this is the
puncture corresponding to the first tangle end.) So under this identification of generators, the
action of PSL(2,Z) on S2 r 4 agrees with the action of B3. In fact, PSL(2,Z) is isomorphic to
the braid group B3 modulo its centre, which is generated by a full twist of all three strands.
In short: if we fix one of the four punctures of S2 r 4, a reparametrization of S2 r 4 up to
homotopy corresponds to an element in PSL(2,Z).
Definition 3.3. As in [HRW16, Section 7.1], it is useful to introduce a “normal form” for
curves in R2 r Z2. For this, let us consider the standard metric on R2 r Z2, which induces
a metric on T 2 r 4. Let us also fix some ε with 12 > ε > 0. We then define a peg-board
representative of a closed curve γ in T 2 r 4 as a representative of the homotopy class of γ
which has minimal length among all representatives of distance ε to all four punctures in T 2r4.
The intuition behind this is to think of the four punctures of T 2 r 4 as discs of radii ε (or, if
we think of the punctures of T 2 r 4 as marked points, pegs centred at those marked points)
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τ1: 3 2
4
2
4
1
1
1
1
~x2 = ~x′2
~x1
~x′1
η−→
~x2 = ~x′2
~x1
~x′1
1
2 3
4
T
1
2
3
4
τ2: 3 2
4
2
4
1
1
1
1
~x1 = ~x′1
~x2
~x′2
η−→
~x1 = ~x′1
~x2
~x′2
1
2 3
4
T
1
2 3
4
Figure 17. Illustration of Observation 3.2. The twists τ1 and τ2 correspond to the
generating linear transformations of SL(2,Z), which, in each case, send the basis {~x1, ~x2}
of R2 to {~x′1, ~x′2}.
and then we imagine pulling the curve γ “tight”, like a rubber band. It is easy to see that a
peg-board representative of the lift of some curve in S2r 4 is the lift of another curve in S2r 4
which is homotopic to the original one. We also call lifts of such curves to R2 r Z2 peg-board
representatives, and in fact, this is how we usually think of them. In this case, the pegs of radii
ε sit at the lattice points. If we take the limit ε → 0, a peg-board representative in R2 r Z2
becomes a piecewise linear curve, which we call a limit peg-board representative. A curve γ
is called linear, if its peg-board representative does not wrap around a lattice point and if its
limit peg-board representative is an infinite straight line. If its limit peg-board representative
can be chosen not to intersect the lattice Z2, we call γ loose and otherwise rigid. We call a
curve with local system (γ,X) linear, loose or rigid if the lift of γ to R2 r Z2 is.
Theorem 3.4 (Linearity). The underlying curve of every component of HFT(T ) for a 4-ended
tangle T in a Z-homology 3-ball is linear.
Lemma 3.5. For any 4-ended tangle T , Π(HFT(T )) does not contain two consecutive arrows
labelled pi and qi, ie neither
• • •pi qi nor • • •qi pi .
b b b
Figure 18
Proof of Lemma 3.5. The case in which the left and right generators coin-
cide can be ruled out using Observation 1.15. So let us assume that these
two generators are distinct, which is illustrated in Figure 18. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that the local system of Π(HFT(T )) sits on
the second elementary curve segment, the one corresponding to the arrow
labelled qi in the first case and pi in the second. In particular, this means
that the arrow leaving the left generator is the only one labelled pi in the first case and qi in the
second. By Proposition 1.20, we can extend the curved type D structure Π(HFT(T )) over A∂
to a curved type D structure CFT−(T ) over A− by adding extra arrows labelled by elements
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~x
~y
~z
~v
~w
(a) (b)
Figure 19. An illustration of how we choose the new basis {~v, ~w} for the reparamet-
rization in the proof of Lemma 3.5 (a) and what this new parametrization and the curve
γ look like in a neighbourhood of the lattice point ~x (b)
in A− which are mapped to zero in A∂ . In CFT−(T ), the two consecutive arrows contribute a
term qipi or piqi to the d2-relations, which needs to be cancelled. Since there are no identity
components in the differential, there must be another pair of consecutive arrows between the
two generators, identical to the first, but via a fourth generator. However, this arrow pair would
already have to be present in Π(HFT(T )). In particular, there would have to be another arrow
labelled pi in the first case and qi in the second leaving the left generator. Contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Suppose the lift γ of the underlying curve of a component of HFT(T )
is not linear. The limit peg-board representative of γ does not wrap around a lattice point,
because this would immediately contradict Lemma 3.5. Hence, there exist three non-collinear
lattice points ~x, ~y and ~z on the limit peg-board representative of γ. The main idea is to choose
a reparametrization of S2r4 such that the lift of one of the parametrizing arcs is a straight line
through ~x which lies in the shaded region in Figure 19a. The blue dotted line is an example of
such a straight line. Then, any peg-board representative of γ intersects this straight line near
~x as shown in Figure 19b. However, this configuration is ruled out by Lemma 3.5.
To find a suitable reparametrization, let us choose ~x as the origin of R2. In other words, the
reparametrization should fix the puncture of S2 r 4 corresponding to ~x. Let ~v = (v1, v2)t be
the vector in Z2 ⊂ R2 which is shortest among all such vectors satisfying n · ~v = ~y− ~z for some
positive integer n. By minimality, we can use Euclid’s algorithm to find integers w1 and w2
such that v1w2 − v2w1 = 1. This gives us an element
±
[
v1 w1
v2 w2
]
∈ PSL(2,Z)
which defines a reparametrization of S2 r 4 with the desired property. 
Theorem 3.6. Up to reparametrization, the underlying curve of any rigid component of
HFT(T ) for a 4-ended tangle T is equal to bn := in(01 ; 2, 3) for some n. Moreover, the local
system on any such component is equal to the identity matrix.
Proof. By reparametrizing the tangle boundary, we may assume without loss of generality that
the limit peg-board representative of the curve is equal to the horizontal line which agrees with
the lift of the site b, as for the curve in Figure 20. As we follow a peg-board representative
of the curve from left to right, it intersects the site b in at least two places, namely once as
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2 23 3
b b
b
b b
2 23b
b b
23 3
b b
b· · · · · ·
2n−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−1
b
c a c a
b
c a c a
b
Figure 20. The lift of the rigid curve bn from Theorem 3.6
a c a a c b c a b
b
c a c c a a c
q32
q14
p23
p41
· · · · · ·
q32
q14
p3
p412
· · ·
p23
p41
q2
q143
q3
q214
p2
p341
p23
p41
U2.ιc
q32
q14
U2.ιa
· · · · · ·
p23
p41
U2.ιc q2
· · ·
q32
q14
U2.ιa
(a)
q32p2 p23U2 q32U2 p3U2 q2U2
b a c
b b c
b c c
p2 q32
U2.ιb q3
q3 U2.ιc
c c a
c b a
c b a
c a a
U2.ιc p23
U2p3 p2
p3 U2p2
p23 U2.ιa
a a c
a b c
a b c
a c c
U2.ιa q32
U2q2 q3
q2 U2q3
q23 U2.ιc
c c b
c b b
c a b
U2.ιc p3
p3 U2.ιb
p23 q2
a a b
a b b
U2.ιa q2
q2 U2.ιb
(b)
Figure 21. The (generalized) peculiar module considered in the proof of Theorem 3.6
(a) and splittings needed to determine the existence of the dotted arrows (b). Each
column in (b) shows all possible ways to write the algebra element at the top as a
product of two non-identity elements of A−. In each column, the first splitting is the
one which appears in (a).
it goes from below the horizontal line to above and once as it goes in the opposite direction.
Moreover, from the perspective of the first of these two points, the curve turns right in both
adjacent faces, whereas from the perspective of the second intersection point, the curve turns
left in both directions. From this, we see that one of these intersection points is connected to
the site a via the front face. We may assume without loss of generality that there are at most
as many horizontal line segments starting at this intersection point with the site a as there are
on the other side of b, since a single half-twist along the site b interchanges these two cases.
Let us assume for a moment that the curve carries the 1-dimensional (trivial) local sys-
tem. The diagram on the left-hand side of Figure 21a (without the dotted arrows) shows the
corresponding peculiar module. It contains two consecutive arrows
b a c,
p2 q32
which compose to zero in Π(HFT(T )). However, by Proposition 1.20, we can extend Π(HFT(T ))
to CFT−(T ) by adding components to the differential which lie in the kernel of A− → A∂ . In
CFT−(T ), the composition of the two arrows above is non-zero. We claim that its contribution
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to the ∂2-relation can only be cancelled by a differential
c c.
U2.ιc
To see this, we may argue as follows: since Π(HFT(T )) is reduced, it suffices to consider all
possible ways to write q32p2 as a product of two non-idempotent elements. These are shown
in the first column of Figure 21b. For the first such splitting, both arrows must already be
present in Π(HFT(T )). But there is only one such arrow pair and it is exactly the one whose
contribution to the ∂2-relation we are trying to cancel. In the second case, there has to be an
arrow labelled q3 ending at the generator c which would have to appear in Π(HFT(T )), but it
does not. So only the third case remains, and indeed, there is just a single arrow labelled q3
leaving the generator b.
We now distinguish two cases: either the number of horizontal curve segments starting at the
generator a adjacent to the generator b is odd or even. These two cases are illustrated in the
middle and the right of Figure 21a, respectively. In both cases, all the dotted arrows labelled
U2.ιc and U2.ιa have to be present in CFT−(T ). For this, we can repeat essentially the same
argument as above, using the splittings in the second and third columns of Figure 21b. Then,
in the first case, there is a pair of consecutive arrows
c c b.
U2.ιc p3
By considering the corresponding splittings in the fourth column of Figure 21b, we see that
there has to be a component
a b
q2
in CFT−(T ), which, of course, already has to be there in Π(HFT(T )). But this means that the
curve is equal to bn, where n is determined by the number of horizontal curve segments. In the
second case, there is a pair of consecutive arrows
a a b.
U2.ιa q2
As we can see from the corresponding splittings in the last column of Figure 21b, this contri-
bution to the ∂2-relation for the differential of CFT−(T ) cannot be cancelled, so we arrive at a
contradiction.
Let us now consider local systems. We can assume without loss of generality that the local
systemX of the curve sits on the curve segment that connects the generator b to a. Algebraically,
this corresponds to tensoring the peculiar modules from Figure 21a by Fm2 for m = dimX and
changing the resulting differentials
b⊗ Fm2 a⊗ Fm2
p2⊗idFm2 and a⊗ Fm2 b⊗ Fm2
p341⊗idFm2
to
b⊗ Fm2 a⊗ Fm2
p2⊗X and a⊗ Fm2 b⊗ Fm2 ,
p341⊗X−1
respectively. Then, by the same argument as above, the dotted arrows from Figure 21a still have
to be present in CFT−(T ), but this time they need to be labelled by U2.ιc ⊗X and U2.ιa ⊗X.
In the case of an even number of straight line segments, we also arrive at a contradiction. In
the case of an odd number of straight line segments, the dotted arrow labelled by q2 ⊗X has
to be present in CFT−(T ). The local system on the resulting curve is X ·X−1 = id. 
Remark 3.7. It is relatively easy to construct bigraded extensions of peculiar modules corres-
ponding to rational curves with non-trivial local systems. (In fact, for some fixed local systems,
one can construct multiple such extensions which are non-homotopic.) This shows that the
arguments from the proof of Theorem 3.6 cannot work for rational components. On the other
hand, the following question remains open.
Question 3.8. Is there a 4-ended tangle T such that a rational component of HFT(T ) contains
a non-trivial local system?
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4. Stabilization
Let us recall from [Zib20, Definition 2.4] the definition of a peculiar Heegaard diagram HT for
an oriented 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-sphereM . We start with a sutured Heegaard for
the complement MT of a tubular neighbourhood of T in M equipped with a meridional suture
at each of the four tangle ends and a pair of oppositely oriented meridional sutures on each
closed component of T . We then collapse each suture to a single point and label those collapsed
sutures that correspond to closed tangle components by zi and wi. Furthermore, we connect
the collapsed sutures around the tangle ends by an additional α-circle which corresponds to the
parametrization S1 on ∂M . Finally, at each tangle end, we add marked points on either side
of this α-circle which we label by pi and qi, see [Zib20, Figures 10 and 11]. For the definition
of the differential of CFT∂(T ) := CFT∂(HT ), we only count holomorphic discs avoiding the
basepoints zi and wi, so these are treated exactly like sutures in sutured Floer homology.
We now give a mild generalization of this construction:
Definition 4.1. A stabilized tangle T (n1, . . . , n|T |) in a Z-homology 3-sphereM is an oriented
4-ended tangle T in M together with a list (n1, . . . , n|T |) of non-negative integers. Given such
a stabilized tangle T , let HT (n1, . . . , n|T |) be the peculiar Heegaard diagram obtained through
the same procedure as for an ordinary 4-ended tangle, but starting with a sutured Heegaard
diagram for the complement MT equipped with ni additional pairs of meridional sutures on the
ith tangle component for each i = 1, . . . , |T |. Thus, stabilized tangles T (0, . . . , 0) correspond
to ordinary tangles T in the sense that HT (0, . . . , 0) = HT . We define CFT∂(HT (n1, . . . , n|T |))
like CFT∂(HT ), treating the additional collapsed sutures in the same way as the basepoints zi
and wi. Its relatively bigraded chain homotopy type is independent of the chosen Heegaard
diagram, so we write instead CFT∂(T (n1, . . . , n|T |)).
Theorem 4.2. Let T (n1, . . . , n|T |) be a stabilized tangle. Then,
CFT∂(T (n1, . . . , n|T |)) ∼=
|T |⊗
k=1
V ⊗nktk ⊗ CFT∂(T )
where Vt is a 2-dimensional vector space supported in a single relative δ-grading and two con-
secutive relative Alexander gradings t+1 and t−1.
Naturally, we can apply the classification result from Theorem 1.11 to CFT∂(T (n1, . . . , n|T |))
and define HFT(T (n1, . . . , n|T |)) as the corresponding multicurve. Then, the theorem above
corresponds to Theorem 0.6 from the introduction.
Proof. In the presence of two meridional sutures in the homology class t, adding another such
pair corresponds to tensoring with the 2-dimensional vector space Vt. This well-known fact can
be proven either directly using Heegaard diagrams (similar to the ones we are using below)
or alternatively using Juhasz’s surface decomposition formula [Juh08, Proposition 8.6]. So it
suffices to show the above theorem for the cases 0 ≤ n1, n2 ≤ 1 and nk = 0 for k > 2.
By [Zib20, Theorem 5.6], we can always choose a peculiar Heegaard diagram HT for T which
is nice with respect to any choice of special basepoints pi and qj . Let us pick pi and qj such that
the ends i and j belong to different components of the tangle T , so that each open component
“has a bad region”.
Let us consider the open tangle component t1 and let us assume without loss of generality
that it connects the tangle end i with i′ 6= j. Let ϕ be the bad region containing the special
basepoint pi. The annulus which is the boundary of the removed tubular neighbourhood of
the tangle component t1 corresponds to an elementary periodic domain ψ of HT , see [Zib19,
Definition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2]. On said annulus, we can choose a path with connects i to i′.
By pushing it off the 2-handles attached along the β-circles, this path gives rise to a path γ
from the bad region ϕ to pi′ which avoids all β-curves and also stays away from the other bad
region (the one marked qj). Let us choose a basepoint • 6= pi in ϕ as the starting point of γ.
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• γ
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·pi′ qi′
0 = pi
(a) A schematic picture of the regions that the path γ passes through. Note that the labels
pi′ and qi′ might be swapped and γ might not intersect any α-curve before or after it passes
through pi′ or qi′ . The shaded region on the left is the bad region ϕ; the shaded region on
the right is either a bigon or a bad region.
b
b
· · ·
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
x0
y0
pi′ qi′0 = pi
(b) This picture illustrates how we change the Heegaard diagram HT in a neighbourhood
of the path γ from (a). The shaded region on the right is either a rectangle or a bad region.
Figure 22. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 4.2
Let us extend the path γ to the basepoint qi′ . We may assume without loss of generality that
the path γ does not “back-track” in the sense that γ does not leave a region through the same
part of the α-curve through which it just entered the region. This can be achieved by “pulling
γ tight” and potentially changing the order in which γ meets the basepoints pi′ and qi′ . This is
illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 22a.
Note that the basepoints pk for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} lie in the elementary periodic domain corres-
ponding to the front component of ∂M r S1. Similarly, the basepoints qk′ for k′ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
lie in the elementary periodic domain corresponding to the back component of ∂M r S1. So in
particular, pi and qi′ do not lie in the same region. So we conclude that γ leaves the bad region
ϕ at least once. Moreover, whenever the path returns to ϕ, we may replace the first segment
of γ up to this point by a direct path contained in ϕ starting at •. This strictly shortens the
number of times the path γ crosses an α-curve, so after repeating this step finitely many times,
we may assume that γ does not return to ϕ. Then γ ends at a bigon or a rectangle region (the
one marked qi′ or pi′) and all regions that it passes through are rectangles, each of which is cut
into two rectangles by γ. If γ ends in a rectangle, let us extend γ (by a path which still avoids
β-curves and does not back-track) until it arrives at a region which is not a rectangle, ie a bigon
or a bad region. Note that this process does terminate, since the path never crosses a rectangle
twice and there are only finitely many regions.
So we have now constructed a path γ which starts at • and ends either in a bad region or in
a bigon. All other regions that γ passes through are rectangles, each of which is cut into two
rectangles by γ. We now modify the Heegaard diagram HT in a neighbourhood of γ as follows:
we first replace • by an unlabelled basepoint × which we enclose by a new β-circle β0, which
in turn is enclosed by a new α-circle α0. We also add a second unlabelled basepoint × in the
region between β0 and α0. Finally, we do a finger move of the β-curve β0 along the path γ,
moving across the basepoints pi′ and qi′ . The result is shown in Figure 22b.
We now observe that the new Heegaard diagram represents the tangle complement MT with
an extra pair of meridional sutures around the tangle component t1, ie it is a peculiar Heegaard
diagram for T (1, 0, . . . , 0). Moreover, it is a nice Heegaard diagram. Let us consider it more
closely. The new α-circle α0 must be occupied by any generator of the new diagram, so the new
β-curve β0 is always occupied by one of the two intersection points labelled x0 or y0 in Figure 22b.
Hence, there is a 2:1-correspondence between generators of the new diagram and the old, given
by dropping the intersection points x0 and y0. The only bigon or rectangle domain that connects
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a generator containing x0 to one containing y0 (and avoiding the unlabelled basepoints × and
the bad region ϕ) is the bigon connecting x0 to y0. However, this bigon contains both pi′ and
qi′ , so it does not contribute to the differential. This bigon has δ-grading 0 and Alexander
grading t±21 . So the new Heegaard diagram indeed computes the once stabilized version of the
complex CFT∂(T ). This finishes the case (n1, n2) = (1, 0). The case (n1, n2) = (0, 1) can
be shown similarly. The third and last case (n1, n2) = (1, 1) also follows from the arguments
above, since we can modify the Heegaard diagram HT around both open tangle components
independently. 
5. The action of the half-identity bimodule
In this section, we describe an alternative definition of peculiar modules, which was first
proposed to the author by Andy Manion. It uses an arc diagram which is dual to the original
one. The definition requires a choice of two distinguished tangle ends, so actually, we will
obtain multiple, a prior different algebraic objects. The advantage of these definitions is that
they are simply instances of bordered sutured Heegaard Floer theory, so both invariance and
the existence of a pairing theorem are immediate from Zarev’s bordered sutured theory [Zar11].
A potential disadvantage is that it is not immediately clear if the invariants thus defined are
classified by compact curves on the 4-punctured sphere, nor whether they are independent of
the choice of distinguished tangle ends. However, we show that the alternative definitions are
indeed equivalent to the original one, so we can answer both questions positively.
The central ingredient in the identification is the bordered sutured Heegaard diagram in
Figure 24a, which is obtained by cutting the standard Heegaard diagram of the identity in
half (see for example [LOT15, Figure 19] and [LOT11, Figure 12]). Hence, its corresponding
bimodule is sometimes called the half-identity bimodule. In our case, this bimodule actually
acts like the identity.
b
b
b
b1
2 3
4
a
b
c
d
Figure 23. The bordered su-
tured manifoldMβT (p3, q1) for T
the (2,−3)-pretzel tangle. The
parametrization given by the β-
arcs (blue) is dual to the one
from Figure 6.
Definition 5.1. Given a 4-ended tangle T in a Z-homology 3-
ball M , choose an embedded disc on the front and one on the
back of the sphere ∂M . Connect the boundaries of these two
discs by four arcs which partition the complement of the two
discs in ∂M into four contractible components, each of which
contains one tangle end. Let us call these arcs β-arcs. We
can arrange these in such a way that each of them intersects
the circle S1 on ∂M exactly once. So we can label each β-arc
by the same letter a, b, c or d as the arc in S1 r im(T ) that
the β-arc intersects. By removing a tubular neighbourhood
of the tangle (chosen sufficiently small such that it avoids
the two embedded discs and four β-arcs) and regarding the
boundary of the two discs as sutures, we obtain a β-bordered
sutured 3-manifold. To make the bordered sutured structure
well-defined, we need to add a basepoint to each of the two
sutures. Let us call the basepoint of the suture on the front
pi if it is adjacent to the tangle end i in the sense that one
can draw a path from the tangle end i to the basepoint without crossing a β-arc or a suture.
Similarly, call the basepoint of the suture on the back qj if it is adjacent to the tangle end
j. Moreover, if the two basepoints lie adjacent to the ends of the same open tangle strand,
we also need to add a pair of meridional sutures to the other open tangle strand. Finally, to
each closed tangle component, we add two meridional sutures as usual. Let us call the tangle
complementMT equipped with this bordered sutured structureMβT (pi, qj). Figure 23 illustrates
this definition for the tangle from Figure 6.
Remark 5.2. The bordered sutured structure of MβT (pi, qj) is degenerate, but it satisfies ho-
mological linear independence. Hence, Zarev’s bordered sutured invariants are well-defined.
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We can define δ-, homological and Alexander gradings on B̂SD(MβT (pi, qj)) in just the same
way as on CFT∂(T ). The type D structure B̂SD(MβT (pi, qj)) is defined over a certain moving
strands algebra. Since all β-arcs but one are occupied by a generator in a Heegaard diagram
for MβT (pi, qj), the moving strands algebra can be canonically identified with A∂ij such that an
elementary segment of the suture on the front (respectively back) corresponds to the variable
pk (respectively qk) if it is adjacent to the kth tangle end.
Theorem 5.3. Let T be a 4-ended tangle and (i, j) an ordered 2-element subset of {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Then, if the ends i and j of T belong to different open components,
Fij(CFT∂(T )) ∼= B̂SD(MβT (pi, qj))
as type D structures, up to bigrading preserving chain homotopy. If the ends i and j belong to
the same open component and t2 is the colour of the other, then
Fij(CFT∂(T ))⊗ Vt2 ∼= B̂SD(MβT (pi, qj)),
where Vt2 is as in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. It suffices to consider four different cases for (i, j), namely (i, j) = (3, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)
and (1, 1), since all other are obtained by cyclic permutation. Of those four cases, we will only
consider the case (i, j) = (3, 1), since this is the one that we will work with in Section 6. The
other three cases follow from the same arguments, only the computations in Figure 24 need to
be adapted to each case, which we leave to the reader.
Let MT be the bordered sutured manifold whose underlying sutured manifold is the tangle
complement with meridional sutures at each tangle end and a pair of meridional sutures on
each closed tangle component and whose bordered sutured structure is given by the red arcs in
Figure 24d. If the ends i and j belong to the same open component, we add an extra pair of
meridional sutures to the other component. The result of glueing the bordered sutured diagram
from Figure 24a to MT is shown in Figure 24e. After omitting the α-curves from the picture,
we recognize it as the tangle complement with the bordered sutured structure from Figure 24f.
Let us call this bordered sutured manifold M ′T .
Its corresponding bordered sutured algebra has six idempotents, since only one of the β-arcs
is unoccupied. However, there are two sutures on M ′T which are distinguished from the other
two by the property that only a single β-arc ends at them, namely e and f , respectively. We
may choose a Heegaard digram for M ′T such that for each of the two distinguished sutures,
there is an α-curve which is a push-off of the corresponding suture (=boundary of the Heegaard
diagram). We can isotope these two α-curves such that they have a unique intersection point
with the β-curve ending at the corresponding distinguished suture and do not intersect any
other β-curve. So we may assume that B̂SD(M ′T ) only has generators which occupy both arcs
e and f . In other words, we may regard B̂SD(M ′T ) as a type D structure over A∂31; we will add
the superscript B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 when we take this point of view. Note that B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 is still
well-defined up to homotopy, since any chain homotopy over the full bordered sutured algebra
factors through A∂31.
The bordered sutured manifold M ′T looks already very similar to M
β
T (p3, q1). In fact,
B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 ∼= B̂SD(MβT (p3, q1)).
We can see this as follows: let us go back to the Heegaard diagram that we chose above for M ′T .
If the ends i and j belong to different components, we can do a sequence of handleslides which
corresponds to pushing the two distinguished sutures all the way along the open tangle strands
to the other tangle ends, to make sure that both sides of the two distinguished α-circles are
regions adjacent to basepoints. Otherwise, we can push them to the extra pair of meridional
sutures with the same effect. By removing the two sutures (ie contracting these two boundary
components of the Heegaard diagram) as well as the two corresponding α-circles and β-arcs, we
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q2
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q3
p4
q4
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(a) The Heegaard diagram for computing the
half-identity type AD bimodule 12 I(p3, q1)
aA : bcdef dD : abcef
bB : acdef cC : abdef
{q2}
{p1,p4}+{q2,q3}
{p1}+{q2,q3,q4}
{p4}{p2}
{p2,p1}+{q3,q4}
{q3}+{p2,p1,p4}
{q4}
(b) The domains that contribute to the
type AD structure A′FADια,id( 12 I(p3, q1))A
∂
31
aA dD
bB cC
(q2|q2)
(p14|p14)+(q23|q23)
(p1|p1)+(q234|q234)
(p4|p4)
(p2|p2)
(p21|p21)+(q34|q34)
(q3|q3)+(p214|p214)
(q4|q4)
(c) The type AD structure A∂31
1
2 I
′(p3, q1)A
∂
31
a
b
c
d
f
e
T
(d) The bordered sutured structure on MT
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
b
c
d
f
e
T
(e) The diagram from (a) glued to MT
a
b
c
d
f
e
T
(f) The bordered sutured structure on M ′T
Figure 24. Illustrations for the proof of Theorem 5.3 for the case (i, j) = (3, 1)
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change neither the set of generators nor the domains nor the holomorphic curve count, so the
claim follows.
Before we proceed, let us recall some notation from [Zib20, proof of Theorem 3.7]. Let A
be the bordered sutured algebra corresponding to the arc diagram on MT consisting of α-
arcs and Iα the corresponding ring of idempotents. Let I ′α be the subring of idempotents
occupying the α-arcs e and f and ια : A′ ↪→ A the subalgebra I ′α.A.I ′α of A. There is also a
quotient homomorphism piα : A′ → A∂31, which induces a functor FDpiα between the corresponding
categories of type D structures. As in the proof of the Glueing Theorem [Zib20, Theorem 3.7],
F31(CFT∂(T )) ∼= FDpiα(B̂SD(MT ))
unless there is an additional pair of sutures on MT . In that case, the left-hand side needs to be
stabilized once by Theorem 4.2. In any case, it remains to show that
FDpiα(B̂SD(MT )) ∼= B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 .
Zarev’s Pairing Theorem tells us that
B̂SD(MT ) 12I(p3, q1) ∼= B̂SD(M ′T ),
where 12I(p3, q1) is the type AD structure computed from the Heegaard diagram in Figure 24a.
By the Pairing Adjunction [Zib20, Theorem 1.21], the left hand side is equal to
B̂SD(MT )A
′  A′FADια,id(12I(p3, q1)),
where FADια,id is the functor induced by the map ια on the type A side and the identity on
the type D side. From the Heegaard diagram in Figure 24a, it is clear that we may regard
FADια,id(12I(p3, q1)) as a type AD structure over A∂31 on the type D side. So we obtain:
B̂SD(MT )A
′  A′FADια,id(12I(p3, q1))A
∂
31 ∼= B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 .
Let us compute A′FADια,id(
1
2I(p3, q1))A
∂
31 . All contributing domains are shown in Figure 24b. Let
FADpiα,id be the functor induced by the map piα on the type A side and the identity on the type
D side. We observe that A′FADια,id(
1
2I(p3, q1))A
∂
31 is in the image of this functor and equal to
FADpiα,id(12I′(p3, q1))), where A∂31
1
2I
′(p3, q1)A
∂
31 is the type AD structure given in Figure 24c. Then,
another application of the Pairing Adjunction gives
FDpiα(B̂SD(MT )A
′)A∂31  A∂31
1
2I
′(p3, q1)A
∂
31 ∼= B̂SD(M ′T )A
∂
31 .
Now observe that A∂31
1
2I
′(p3, q1)A
∂
31 is actually the identity type AD bimodule, so the claim
follows. 
6. Conjugation
In this section, we prove the conjugation symmetry results from the introduction and, as a
corollary, mutation invariance of δ-graded link Floer homology. Let us start by stating a slightly
more precise version of Theorem 0.9.
Theorem 6.1 (Bigraded conjugation symmetry for horizontal components). Given an oriented
4-ended tangle T , let us fix an absolute lift of the δ-grading of HFT(T ). For n > 0 and any local
system X, fix the Alexander grading on bn := in(01 ; 2, 3), dn := in(
0
1 ; 4, 1) and rX := rX(
0
1) as
in Figure 25, where m = dimX. Let us assume that HFT(T ) contains a component of slope 01 .
Then there exists a unique lift of the Alexander grading on HFT(T ), independent of n and X,
such that
r
(
rX(T )
)
= rX−1(T )
and:
r
(
bn(T )
)
= dn(T )
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if the tangle ends 2 and 3 belong to different open tangle components and
r
(
bn(T )
)
· (tb + t−1b ) = dn(T ) · (td + t−1d )
otherwise, where tb and td are the colours of the tangle components at those tangle ends adjacent
to the sites b and d, respectively.
Definition 6.2. Let 31CB13 be the bigraded type AD A∂31-A∂13-bimodule from Figure 33 on
page 40. Each vertex in this figure corresponds to two of the in total 32 generators of this type
AD structure. Each vertex is labelled by a δ- and generalized Alexander grading as well as
an expression xy z with x, y, z ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Here, x and y specify the idempotents of the two
generators on the type A side, respectively, and z specifies the idempotent on the type D side.
The vertices are connected by two rings of bold arrows carrying labels whose first component
is empty. Each of these arrows corresponds to two components of the differential connecting
the generators with the same first idempotents. The labels on all other arrows are decorated
with super- and subscripts indicating the left idempotent of the source and target generators,
respectively. Finally, there are also components of the differential which are not drawn in this
graph and which connect each pair of generators corresponding to the same vertex, namely
δ0 00t
0
0bx
(q3|1)−−−→ δ 12 00t0−1cx and δ0 00t00ax
(p1|1)−−−→ δ 12 −10t00dx
for any x ∈ {a, b, c, d}. The bigrading indicated by the vertex labelling is for those generators
whose first idempotent is a or b. To obtain the correct bigrading of the generators with first
idempotents c or d, we need to add an additional shift by δ 12 00t0−1 and δ
1
2 −10t
0
0, respectively.
Finally, the generalized Alexander grading on the algebra A∂31 on the type A side of 31CB13 is the
opposite of the Alexander grading on the algebra A∂13 on the type D side of 31CB13 which agrees
with the standard one from Definition 1.7; so for example A(p1 ∈ A∂31) = −10t00 = −A(p1 ∈ A∂13).
δ0 0n−2t0n−1c δ0 0n−1t0na δ
− 12 0nt0nb δ0 0nt0n−1c δ0 0n−1t0n−2a
δ0 01−nt02−na δ0 0−nt01−nc δ
1
2 0−nt0−nb δ0 01−nt0−na δ0 02−nt01−nc
q32 q3p2 p41
q32
...
p412 q2 p41
...
(a) F31(Π(bn))
δ0 2−n0t
1−n
0 c δ
0 1−n
0t
−n
0 a δ
1
2 −n0t
−n
0 d δ
0 −n
0t
1−n
0 c δ
0 1−n
0t
2−n
0 a
δ0 n−10t
n−2
0 a δ
0 n
0t
n−1
0 c δ
− 12 n0tn0d δ0
n−1
0t
n
0a δ
0 n−2
0t
n−1
0 c
q14 p234 q4 p23
...
q14 q1p4 p23
...
(b) F13(Π(dn))
δ0 00t
0
0a⊗ Fm2 δ0 00t00c⊗ Fm2
p41⊗X
q32⊗idFm2
(c) F31(Π(rX))
Figure 25. Bigraded type D structures for irrational and rational curves of slope 01
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Figure 26. The two loops Lad
(dashed) and Lbc (solid)
Remark 6.3. The action of 31CB13 on a single generator x
can be easily described. Depending on whether x lives in one
of the idempotent a and d or b and c, the type D structure
x31CB13 corresponds to the immersed curve Lad or Lbc from
Figure 26:
a, d 7→ F13(Π(Lad)), b, c 7→ F13(Π(Lbc)).
In Figure 33, these correspond to the two (or more precisely:
four) rings of generators. The action on morphisms is more
complicated. We just note that the action of 31CB13 vanishes
on any sequence of morphisms of length greater than 2.
Lemma 6.4. For any oriented 4-ended tangle T ,
r
(
F31(CFT∂(T ))
)
 31CB13 ∼= Vt1 ⊗ Vt2 ⊗F13(CFT∂(T ))
as relatively bigraded type D structures over A∂13, where Vt is
as in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3, the bordered sutured type D structure of MβT (p3, q1) is equal to
the image of the peculiar module of T under the functor F31 induced by the quotient map
pi31 : A∂ → A∂31, up to stabilization. Similarly, MβT (p1, q3) is equal to F13(CFT∂(T )), up to
stabilization. So it suffices to show that
(4) r
(
B̂SD(MβT (p3, q1))
)
 31CB13 ∼= Vt1 ⊗ Vt2 ⊗ B̂SD(MβT (p1, q3)).
Let MαT (p3, q1) be the bordered sutured manifold whose underlying sutured manifold agrees
with that ofMβT (p3, q1) up to an orientation reversal of the sutures and whose bordered sutured
structure is obtained from that of MβT (p3, q1) by turning the β-arcs into α-arcs. In terms of
Heegaard diagrams, this corresponds exactly to the usual procedure for conjugation symmetry,
namely orientation reversal of the Heegaard surface and switching the roles of α- and β-curves.
For the algebraic invariants, this corresponds to reversing the Alexander grading:
r
(
B̂SD(MβT (p3, q1))
)
= B̂SD(MαT (p3, q1)).
We now glue a thickened 4-punctured sphere onto MαT (p3, q1), which turns α-arcs back into
β-arcs. The Heegaard diagram of one such bordered sutured manifold C is shown in Figure 27.
Note that after glueing, we obtain the manifold MβT (p1, q3) with one extra pair of oppositely
oriented meridional sutures on each open tangle strand. So its bordered sutured structure
agrees with the right hand side of (4) by Theorem 4.2. Then, using Zarev’s Pairing Theorem
for bordered sutured manifolds, it suffices to show that B̂SAD(C) = 31CB13.
The author originally did this computation using his Mathematica package [BSFH.m]. The
reader might find the corresponding notebook [nb2] helpful. However, the computation is simple
enough to do by hand. We sketch it below, but we leave the justification of some of the
statements that we make to the reader.
We name the generators in the Heegaard diagram from Figure 27 by words wxyz, where
wx is the label of the intersection point on the α-arcs, y is the label of the intersection point
on the curve α1 and z is the label of the intersection point on the curve α2. Note that w
indicates the idempotent on the α-bordered side and the complement of {x, y, z} in {a, b, c, d}
is the idempotent on the β-bordered side. In particular, any triple of intersection points such
that x, y and z are pairwise different gives rise to a generator. It is now easy to see that
there are 4 · 3 · 4 = 48 generators in total. There are in total eight identity components of the
differential, namely the vertical arrows in Figure 28. The remaining arrows of this figure show
those domains between these 16 generators which contribute to the differential. Note that the
only arrows from the first row to the second are said identity components, so we may do all
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α1
α2
q4
q3q2
p4p1
p2
Q4
Q1Q2
P4
P3P2
1
2
3
4
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
b
ab
b
aa
b
bb
bb
a
b c
c
bc
d
b d
c
b
dd
ba
bb
b
c
bd
b
a
b b
b
c
b
d
Figure 27. The Heegaard diagram of the α-β-bordered sutured manifold C whose
corresponding type AD bimodule is 31CB13. The surface is oriented such that the
normal vector points out of the plane of projection.
cancellations simultaneously. For this, we need to find all contributing domains which end at
the end or start at the start of the identity arrows. This is done in Figure 29 for four of the eight
identity arrows. The others can be obtained by switching the idempotents a↔ c and b↔ d on
both sides, switching the last two letters of the generators, switching p↔ q, P ↔ Q and indices
1 ↔ 3 and 2 ↔ 4 on domains and reversing the orientation of all arrows. This symmetry can
be seen in the Heegaard diagram from Figure 27 in terms of a rotation by pi around the axis
going through the two honest sutures followed by a reflection along the diagonal line from the
top left to the bottom right connecting the other four sutures.
Next, let us compute the contributing domains between the remaining generators that survive
the cancellation. We leave this computation to the reader; the result is shown in Figure 32.
Again, the above symmetry can be used to simplify the computation. In Figure 32, this sym-
metry corresponds to a reflection along the vertical symmetry axis followed by switching the
inner two rings with the other two rings of generators. We now add the contribution from
the cancellation to this picture. These correspond to the 3 · 8 = 24 labels with length 2 input
sequences on the type A side, the four additional arrows
ccba ddba ccab ddab
ddbc ccda ddac ccdb
(q4|Q1) (p4|P3) (q4|Q2Q1) (p4|P2P3)
coming from the cancellation of the four identity arrows of Figure 29 as well as another four
arrows which are their symmetric counterparts.
It now remains to discuss the bigrading. Since both δ-grading and Alexander grading are rel-
ative gradings and the bimodule is connected (ie not a direct sum of two non-trivial bimodules),
it suffices to fix a bigrading for one generator and work out the bigrading of all other generators
from the differentials. Again, we leave the verification that the bigrading from Figure 33 is
well-defined to the reader. 
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dcdb dcda bbca bbda
ddcb ddca bacb badb
{4}
{Q2}
{4} {2}
{P4}
{2}
{p1,p2,P3}
{Q2} {P4}
{q3,q4,Q1}
cdac cdbc aabd aabc
ccad ccbd abad abac
{3}
{P2}
{3} {1}
{Q4}
{1}
{q3,q2,Q1}
{P2} {Q4}
{p1,p4,P3}
Figure 28. All contributing domains connecting those generators of the Heegaard dia-
gram from Figure 27 that can be cancelled
ddbc cdbc ccbd
ccbadcbdabcdbbcd
{3}{q4}
{Q1}{p4}{p1, p4}{p2, p1, p4}
ccda dcda ddca
ddbacdcabacdaacd
{4}{p4}
{P3}{q4}{q3, q4}{q2, q3, q4}
ddac cdac ccad
ccabdcadaacdbbad
{3}{q4}
{Q1, Q2}{p4}{1, p1, p4}{p2, p1, p4, P3}
ccdb dcdb ddcb
ddabcdcbbbcdaacb
{4}{p4}
{P3, P2}{q4}{2, q3, q4}{q2, q3, q4, Q1}
Figure 29. All contributing domains which end at the end or start at the start of four
identity components from Figure 28 and whose other generator survives cancellation
Lemma 6.5. For any n > 0,
r
(
F31(Π(bn))
)
 31CB13 ∼= Vtb ⊗ Vt′b ⊗F13(Π(dn))
as absolutely bigraded type D structures over A∂13, where tb and t′b are the Alexander gradings
of the tangle ends adjacent to the site b. The same is true after switching bn and dn as well as
b and d. Moreover, for any local system X ∈ GL(n,F2),
r
(
F31(Π(rX))
)
 31CB13 ∼= Vt1 ⊗ Vt2 ⊗F13(Π(rX−1))
as absolutely bigraded type D structures over A∂13, where t1 and t2 are the Alexander gradings
of the two open strands.
Remark 6.6. The proof of this lemma is perhaps the most technical one in this paper. The
action of the bimodule 31CB13 on any given curve can also be computed using the Mathematica
notebook [nb1] and the author’s Mathematica package [PQM.m]. Based on such computations,
we expect this lemma to be actually true for all curves rX(pq ) and in(
p
q ; i, j) equipped with a
suitable absolute bigrading.
Proof. Let us first consider bn with n > 1. We can divide the computation into smaller pieces
by computing the action of r(·) 31CB13 first on the following four complexes:
· · · δ0 0−2t0−1c δ0 0−1t00a δ−
1
2 00t
0
0b δ
0 0
0t
0−1c δ0 0−1t0−2a · · ·
· · · δ0 01t02a δ0 00t01c δ
1
2 00t
0
0b δ
0 0
1t
0
0a δ
0 0
2t
0
1c · · ·
p41 q32 q3p2 p41 q32
q32p41 p412 q2 p41 q32
· · · δ0 01t01a δ0 00t00c · · · · · · δ0 00t00a δ0 01t01c · · ·
q32p41 p41 q32 p41 q32
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δ−
1
2 01−nt01−nd
c
δ−
1
2 0−n−1t0−n−1d
c
a
a
c
a
a
c
c
a
a
c
δ
1
2 0n+1t
0
n+1d
c
a
a
c
δ
1
2 0n−1t0n−1d
p4 q4
p23
p234
q14
q14
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Figure 30. The third component of r(bn) 31CB13 after cancellation
These computations are done in the Figures 34, 36 and 38. In those diagrams, certain pairs
of generators which are connected by identity arrows are shaded grey. If we apply the Cancel-
lation Lemma to each of these, we obtain the complexes shown in the Figures 35, 37 and 39,
respectively.
Let us now put these complexes back together. In order to obtain the same Alexander
grading as the corresponding curve segment of bn, the first of the four segments above needs
to be multiplied by 0nt0n; so its contribution to r(bn)  31CB13 is the complex from Figure 35
multiplied by 0−nt0−n. Similarly, the second complex above needs to be multiplied by 0−nt0−n,
so the complex from Figure 37 needs to be multiplied by 0nt0n. The third complex and the
fourth also need to be shifted in Alexander grading, but the grading shifts depend on where
the complexes sit in bn; it turns out to be sufficient to compute the gradings for the first two
complexes.
In the Figures 35, 37 and 39, those generators which can be cancelled in r(bn)  31CB13
are drawn without a frame. The remaining ones are partitioned into four groups of generators
for each figure, indicated by the frame style (dotted/solid, ellipse/rectangle). We claim that
the generators in each of these four groups and the differentials between them form a copy of
F13(Π(dn)), with a suitable shift in bigrading. This can be seen as follows: clearly, each group
of generators in the first two figures forms a complex which looks like F13(Π(dn)) around the
generators in the idempotent d, but the lengths of those complexes vary. The third figure shows
that alternating sequences of generators in idempotents a and c result in four such sequences,
each of which sits either at the right, top, left or bottom of the digram. In r(bn)  31CB13,
these sequences connect each group of generators in Figure 35 with the corresponding group in
Figure 37. Putting these pieces together, we see that r(bn)31CB13 splits into three components,
two of which are equal to δ0 0−1t01dn (solid-ellipse) and δ0 01t0−1dn (solid-rectangle). The third
component is drawn in Figure 30. Note that the dotted arrows can be removed without changing
the remaining complex by two isotopies. So we also get δ0 0−1t0−1dn (dotted-ellipse) and δ0 01t01dn
(dotted-rectangle). This proves the statement for bn and n > 1. For n = 1, the computation is
very similar; we leave the details to the reader.
Instead of doing the same computation again for dn, we use the symmetries of the bimodule
31CB13. Namely, the bimodule is invariant under simultaneously interchanging a ↔ c, b ↔ d,
algebra indices and Alexander gradings 2 ↔ 4 and 1 ↔ 3, p ↔ q, reversing bigrading and
reversing the orientation of all arrows. This is the same symmetry that we already used for the
computation of 31CB13 in the proof of Lemma 6.4. It is also the symmetry between bn and dn.
Finally, let us consider the curve rX from Figure 25c. For the computation of r(rX) 31CB13,
we can reuse the computation from Figures 38 and 39 to see that the complex splits into four
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0
0t
−1
1 c⊗ Fm2
0
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1 a⊗ Fm2
b⊗ Fm2 b⊗ Fm2
0
0t
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1 c⊗ Fm2 00t−11 a⊗ Fm2
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0
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0
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1a⊗ Fm2 00t11c⊗ Fm2
p2⊗id
1⊗id
p3⊗id
q4⊗idq1⊗id
1⊗X
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p23⊗id
q14⊗X−1
(b) top
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0t
1−1a⊗ Fm2
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0t
1−1c⊗ Fm2
d⊗ Fm2 d⊗ Fm2
0
0t
1−1a⊗ Fm2 00t1−1c⊗ Fm2
p23⊗id
q4⊗id
q1⊗id
1⊗X
∼=
p23⊗id
q14⊗X−1
(c) right
Figure 31. The calculation of the local systems on the rational curve r in the proof of
Lemma 6.5. The δ-grading of all generators in idempotents a and c is 0.
components, whose underlying curves are equal to r. It remains to determine their gradings
and local systems. The component at the bottom of these figures is equal to
δ0 00t
−1
−1c⊗ Fm2 δ0 00t−1−1a⊗ Fm2
p23⊗X
q14⊗idFm2
(5)
For the calculation of the Alexander grading, note that the tangle ends 1 and 4 as well as 2
and 3 belong to the same tangle strands, so we need to take the quotient of the generalized
Alexander grading A from Definition 1.7 by the additional relation 10t10 ∼ 00t00. Now, when we
write F31(Π(rX)) as in Figure 25c, we are assuming that the underlying curve of rX is oriented
from a to c via the front face, ie like
ca
X
Using the same orientation on r, the complex (5) corresponds to rX−1 , ie
ca
X−1
We obtain the same result, albeit with different grading shifts, for the other three components.
This computation is done in Figure 31. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let us fix an absolute lift of the bigrading of HFT(T ). Let us also
introduce the following notation: given two Laurent polynomials P and Q in finitely many
variables, we write P ≤ Q if for every monomial, the coefficient of that monomial in P is
smaller than or equal to the corresponding coefficient in Q. Then
(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ) · dn(T )
= dn(Vt1 ⊗ Vt2 ⊗ CFT∂(T ))
= δmtAdn
(
r(CFT∂(T )) 31CB13
)
(by Lemma 6.4)
≥ δmtAdn
(
r(bn(T ) · bn) 31CB13
)
(31CB13 commutes with direct sums)
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= δmtA r(bn(T )) · dn(r(bn) 31CB13)
= δmtA r(bn(T )) · (tb + t−1b )(t′b + t′−1b ) (by Lemma 6.5).
Similarly, we see that
(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ) · bn(T ) ≥ δmtA r(dn(T )) · (td + t−1d )(t′d + t′−1d )
for the same bigrading δmtA, or equivalently,
(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ) · r(bn(T )) ≥ δmt−Adn(T ) · (td + t−1d )(t′d + t′−1d ).
If we combine these two inequalities, we obtain
(t1 + t−11 )2(t2 + t−12 )2 · dn(T )
≥ δmtA(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 )(tb + t−1b )(t′b + t′−1b ) · r(bn(T )),
≥ δ2m(td + t−1d )(t′d + t′−1d )(tb + t−1b )(t′b + t′−1b ) · dn(T ),
Note that
(td + t−1d )(t
′
d + t′−1d )(tb + t
−1
b )(t
′
b + t′−1b ) = (t1 + t
−1
1 )2(t2 + t−12 )2,
so m = 0 and all inequalities above are actually equalities. In particular,
(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ) · t−
1
2Adn(T ) = r(t−
1
2Abn(T )) · (tb + t−1b )(t′b + t′−1b ).
Similarly, we can show that
(t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ) · rX−1(T ) ≥ δmtA r(rX(T )) · (t1 + t−11 )(t2 + t−12 ),
ie
rX−1(T ) ≥ δmtA r(rX(T ))
for any X ∈ GL(n,F2) and the same bigrading δmtA as above. So we also have
rX(T ) ≥ δmtA r(rX−1(T )),
which, combined with the first inequality, shows that the inequalities are actually equalities and
m = 0. In particular,
t−
1
2ArX−1(T ) = r(t−
1
2ArX(T )).
So if we shift the Alexander grading of HFT(T ) by t 12A, we obtain the absolute lift of the
Alexander grading with the desired properties. 
Definition 6.7. Let γ be an absolutely δ-graded linear curve of slope pq ∈ QP1, possibly with
indecomposable local system. It is easy to see that unless pq =
1
0 , all intersection points of γ
with the vertical sites a and c have the same δ-grading. We denote this δ-grading by δ −(γ).
Similarly, if pq 6= 01 , all intersection points of γ with the horizontal sites b and d have the same
δ-grading, which we denote by δ−(γ). Given two absolutely δ-graded linear curves γ and γ′ of
the same slope pq ∈ QP1, we define
δ(γ, γ′) :=
δ −(γ
′)− δ −(γ) if
p
q 6= 10
δ−(γ′)− δ−(γ) if pq 6= 01 .
This is well-defined, since
δ −(γ) =
δ−(γ)−
1
2 if
0
1 <
p
q <
1
0
δ−(γ) + 12 if
1
0 <
p
q <
0
1 .
We say two absolutely δ-graded curves γ and γ′ of the same slope are in the same δ-grading if
δ(γ, γ′) = 0.
Lemma 6.8. For any two curves γ and γ′ of the same slope pq ∈ QP1 and a single half-twist τ
as in Section 2, δ(τ(γ), τ(γ′)) = δ(γ, γ′).
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Proof. A single twist at the right or left preserves the generators in the vertical sites a and c
and also their δ-gradings up to an overall shift which is the same for all curves. So, for curves
γ and γ′ of slope pq 6= 10 ,
δ(τ(γ), τ(γ′)) = δ −(τ(γ′))− δ −(τ(γ)) = δ −(γ′)− δ −(γ) = δ(γ, γ′).
Moreover, such a twist does not affect curves of slope 10 up to an overall grading shift. We can
argue in the same way for twists in the other direction. 
Definition 6.9. For n > 0 and pq ∈ QP1 and any local system X, fix a δ-grading on the curves
iδn(pq ; i1, i2), iδn(
p
q ; i3, i4) and rδX(
p
q ) such that any two of them of the same slope are in the same
δ-grading.
Proof of Theorem 0.10 ( δ-graded conjugation symmetry). For pq =
0
1 , this follows immediately
from Theorem 6.1, noting that the curves bn, dn and rX have the same δ-grading. For general
p
q ∈ QP1, let T ′ be a tangle obtained from T by applying an element ρ of the mapping class
group which sends linear curves of slope pq to curves of slope
0
1 . By Theorem 2.1, ρ(HFTδ(T )) =
δm HFTδ(T ′) for some m ∈ 12Z. By Lemma 6.8, the difference between the δ-gradings of two
curves of the same slope is preserved under twisting. So in particular, the image of the reference
curves in(pq ; i1, i2), in(
p
q ; i3, i4) and rX(
p
q ) have the same δ-grading. Since we already know the
result for horizontal curves, we can apply it to HFT(T ′) and see that
rδX(pq )(T ) = δ
mrδX(01)(T
′) = δmrδX−1(01)(T
′) = rδX−1(
p
q )(T )
and also
iδn(pq ; i1, i2)(T ) = δ
miδn(01 ; 2, 3)(T
′) = δmiδn(01 ; 1, 4)(T
′) = iδn(pq ; i3, i4)(T ). 
Proof of Theorem 0.11. The slopes of the components of HFT are preserved under any muta-
tion. This can be seen by observing that mutation preserves rational tangles and hence also
the rational curves r(pq ) for all slopes
p
q ∈ QP1. The rational curve r(pq ) separates the irrational
curves in(pq ; i1, i2) and in(
p
q ; i3, i4). So mutation either preserves an irrational curve in(
p
q ; i1, i2)
or it sends it to its counterpart in(pq ; i3, i4). Now, by Theorem 0.10, the number of irrational
curves and their counterparts is the same in each δ-grading. Also, the local systems of rational
curves are either preserved or inverted, but again, by Theorem 0.10, the number of each of these
is the same in each grading. So HFTδ(T ) is preserved by mutation. Alternatively, one may also
study mutation about each mutation axis separately. 
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